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ASSOCIATION UPDATE

TTIA 
Brian Beecroft

HOMEBUILDER EXTENSION – AN 
INDUSTRY WIN!
TTIA would like to thank all companies who 
contacted their local politicians with regard 
to the extension to the HomeBuilder 
commencement date. TTIA along with 
FTMA, TABMA & MGA and their respective 
memberships lobbied hard on this issue 
including contact with Treasury officials 
where the case for extending the 
commencement period for the HomeBuilder 
program was strongly advocated. 

The HomeBuilder construction deadline 
has been extended. 
The federal government has extended the 
deadline to begin construction under the 
HomeBuilder grants program by an 
additional 12 months. 

Those who were eligible for the grant 
before its 31 March conclusion – some 
121,000 building applications, according to 
the government – will now have 18 months 
after signing contracts to commence 
construction. This is a year longer than 
previously allowed. 

For full details and to read FAQs on the 
scheme, visit https://treasury.gov.au/
coronavirus/homebuilder

We encourage companies to 
communicate with their builders and would 
anticipate that this new development should 
place less pressure on the supply chain. 

FAIR WORK COMPLIANCE AUDITS 
Fair Work Inspectors recently targeted 45 

Inspectors recently 
visited 45 businesses 
in and around Hobart.

businesses in and around the Hobart area 
in Tasmania. 

Of the 35 businesses in breach, 32 had 
underpaid their workers and 24 had failed to 
meet payslip and record-keeping 
requirements.

The most commonly found breaches were 
failures to pay minimum wages (27 
businesses), followed by failure to pay 
casual loading (21 businesses).

In response to the breaches, the FWO 
issued 34 compliance notices, recovering 
$582,450 for 376 workers. There were also 
22 infringement notices issued, resulting in 
$30,030 in fines paid. 

Businesses back-paid 376 employees, 
with amounts ranging from $868 for three 
workers at a business in the Constitution 
Dock area to $150,905 for 55 employees in 
the North Hobart area. 

The FWO said it commenced legal action 
against one employer and company majority 
shareholder and manager for allegedly failing 
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lead solutions to better manage empty 
containers in NSW and comprises industry 
representatives, including freight operators, 
stevedores and the empty container park 
operator. The working group meets regularly 
and is addressing the present inefficiencies 
at Port Botany as quickly as possible. This 
includes working with industry to identify 
potential empty container park areas, 
initiatives to increase supply and reduce the 
demand for empty container storage. It is 
also working on longer term solutions to 
manage empty containers.

HOUSING APPROVALS CLIMB
Dwelling approvals continued their growth in 
February 2021, with total approvals up 
23.4% on February 2020, totalling 18,931 
separate approvals. Detached house 
approvals drove that increase, lifting 65% on 
the year earlier to a record 13,689 approvals. 
On an annualised basis, total approvals are 
up 7.0% to 188,590 dwellings, while houses 
are up 22.4% to 126,535 dwellings

The data also strongly suggests that the 

to comply with a Compliance Notice that 
required it to calculate and back-pay any 
underpayments. 

It is also alleged that the company failed 
to make and keep employee records and 
that the manager was allegedly involved in 
that breach, with four of the employees 
being young workers and one was on a visa.

Further, the FWO said litigation is also 
being considered in relation to another 
business, while all other non-compliant 
businesses were advised that any future 
breaches may lead to higher-level 
enforcement action. 

A Fair Work Ombudsman spokesperson 
said the unannounced audits were part of a 
national program that also targeted 
businesses in Melbourne, Brisbane, Sydney, 
Adelaide and Perth. 

TTIA provides an in-house wages and 
payroll audit service by qualified staff.  
Should you wish to arrange a Payroll Audit 
this will be conducted in a confidential 
manner, and any action plan as a result will 
be formulated between TTIA and our 
member.  In light of these recent audits by 
the Fair Work Ombudsman, it is an 
opportune time for a reminder that TTIA can 
be contacted on (02) 9264 0011 should 
you wish to book this service which is 
available in all states.

ATIF  
John Halkett

PORT BOTANY CONGESTION 
Further to earlier reporting, ATIF is 
continuing to work with Transport NSW and 
other stakeholders regarding congestion-
related issues at Port Botany, Sydney. This 
includes continuing to liaise with the Empty 
Container Park Working Group and others. In 
advice to ATIF, Eleni Petinos MP, NSW 
Parliamentary Secretary for Transport and 
Roads has advised that the NSW 
Government is very aware of the difficulties 
being experienced by all parties across the 
industry supply chain.

She advises that the NSW Government 
recognises that there are some systemic 
issues needing to be addressed within the 
empty container park supply chain complex 
and that this was a motivation factor in 
establishing the Empty Container Working 
Group (ECWG) in 2020 to provide advice to 
the government.

The ECWG is currently looking at industry-P
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Serving independent timber and 

hardware businesses by providing 

valuable back of house services...

National Support Centre  

Ann Sanfey  M: 0411 886  716

1800 888 479 www.mgatma.com.au

Legal and HR

Member
Benefits

TrainingTimber Advisory 
Service

Advocacy

ATIF is continuing to 
work with Transport 
NSW and other 
stakeholders 
regarding congestion-
related issues at Port 
Botany, Sydney. 
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Preserved Wood Decking 
with stability and performance!
 Treatment  does  not  affect  timber  dimensions.
 Durable  against  decay  and  termite  damage.
 Preserved  in  final  shape  and  form.
 Ideal  for  sensitive  applications  or  where  frequent 
          human  contact  is  expected.
 Can  be  painted,  stained  or  oiled.

Contact Us for sales or go online for a 
copy of our new DIY Deck Guide 

Ecowood is registered trademarks of Lonza or its subsidiaries used under licence.                                                               © Outdoor Timber 2019 

 sales@outdoortimber.com.au
 03 8706 1250

Suppliers of 
Ecowood®

Decking Products

H3  www.outdoortimber.com.au

growth has been all about houses and much 
less about the multi-residential sector. 
Approvals for Victoria, Queensland and 
Western Australia have been particularly 
strong over the last three months. While 
those in NSW showing softening into early 
2021. The Victorian approvals grew 3.8% 
over the year-ended February 2021 and are 
only larger, in the context of NSW (+1.1%) 
because they continue to be the greatest 
number overall.

SOFTWOOD IMPORTS LIFT
Australia’s sawn softwood imports lifted to 
48,651m3 in February 2021, a six-month high 
and a rise of 18.5% on January’s imports. 
Considered annually, imports totalled 
500,727m3 for the year-ended February 
2021, up 5.5% on the year prior. Imports 
have not in aggregate been able to reach up 
towards the levels seen towards the end of 
2018, but now appear to be growing their 
presence in the domestic market.

Many in the industry point to the low 
average prices achieved here for sawn 
softwood products – both domestically 
produced and imported – as being a limiting 
factor for those considering supply into the 
Australian market. 

Other factors are at play right now, as 
the pandemic continues to wreak havoc 
on shipping and freight costs. Timeframes 
for delivery have blown out to up to 14 

Battling factors  including chaotic shipping, 
timber importers are demonstrably doing all they 
can to raise their supplies to Australia. 

RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH 
WORKPLACE BULLYING AND 
HARASSMENT
Permitting and mismanaging bullying and 
harassment in the workplace carries 
signifi cant risks for businesses. Some 
examples of the inherent risks include:
• General protections claims for adverse 

action in not investigating or dealing with 
allegations of bullying or harassment

• General protections claims for adverse 
action in response to exercising a 
workplace right to raise issues relating to 
bullying or harassment

• General protections claims for ongoing 
discrimination due to protected 
characteristics

• Unfair dismissal claims if an employee is 
forced to resign due to the impact of 
bullying or harassment

• Applications for stop bullying orders
• Breach of WHS/OHS legislation
• Workers’ compensation claims
• Breach of anti-discrimination legislation; 

and
• Adverse effects on workplace productivity 

and profi tability.

OUT OF HOURS CONDUCT
Businesses may still face the risks outlined 
above for out of hours employee conduct 
that constitute bullying or harassment. 
Workplace bullying and harassment need 
not occur at work – they are still responsible 
for reducing or eliminating risks arising out 
of such conduct if they arise out of or are 
connected to work or work activities. 

WHAT IS WORKPLACE BULLYING?
Workplace bullying can take many forms and 
manifest itself overtly or covertly. Workplace 
bullying is defi ned as repeated and 
unreasonable behaviour directed at a worker, 
or a group of workers, that creates a risk to 
their health and safety. 

Because ‘repeated behaviour’ is required, 
a one-off instance is insuffi cient to 
constitute bullying – however, this does not 
prevent the incident from being considered 
harassment. 

Common examples of workplace 
bullying include spreading misinformation 
or gossip, exclusion, marginalisation, 
using inappropriate language, engaging 
in unreasonable or excessive criticism 
and overloading or underloading a worker 
with work.

It is important to note that reasonable 
management action taken in a reasonable 
manner is also not considered bullying. 
Reasonable management actions include 
performance management, allocation of 
work, promotion decisions and disciplinary 
action. However, it is important to ensure 
that a procedurally fair and reasonable 

weeks for shipments ex-Europe, with 
trans-shipment, and the Suez Canal 
jam-up good examples of the challenges 
faced in shipping.

Timber importers are demonstrably doing 
all they can to raise their supplies to 
Australia. Their efforts will be all the more 
necessary as the long pipeline of building 
and construction work continues to be 
strong over the next two years.
 For further ATIF-related information 
contact John Halkett at: john.halkett@
bigpond.com or 0417 421 187.

MGA TMA
Mark Paladino

HANDLE WORKPLACE BULLYING 
AND HARASSMENT PROMPTLY
Workplace bullying and harassment remains 
a serious issue for Australian employers. 
Safe Work Australia estimates that 20% of 
workers’ compensation claims for serious 
mental health conditions are caused by 
work-related bullying and harassment. It is 
evident that taking effective steps to prevent 
and address workplace bullying and 
harassment can reduce the costly likelihood 
of employees making workers’ 
compensation claims, as well as improve 
employee wellbeing, staff retention and 
workplace culture and morale.  
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process is followed consistently when 
applying such management actions.

WHAT IS HARASSMENT?
Workplace harassment is unwelcome 
behaviour that causes offence, intimidation, 
embarrassment or humiliation. This also 
includes sexual harassment.

Common examples of workplace 
harassment include making inappropriate 
comments and jokes, engaging in unwanted 
suggestive behaviour or physical intimacy, 
and assault. 

REDUCING RISKS
There are proactive steps that businesses 
can take to prevent instances of bullying and 
harassment in their workplace:

• Implementing risk management 
processes;

• Preparing comprehensive workplace 
policies and procedures addressing 
bullying and harassment;

• Ensuring employees undergo training that 
reinforces expectations surrounding 
bullying and harassment; and

• Promoting a work culture that does not 
tolerate bullying and harassment.

Here at MGA TMA, we assist our 
members on these issues and more by 
providing education (online webinars and 
courses), advice, policy templates and 
much more, covering all major IR issues 
and queries. 

If you want to know more about what 
MGA TMA can do for you, contact Mark 
Paladino on 03 9824 4111 or mark.
paladino@mga.asn.au 

Taking effective steps to prevent and address 
workplace bullying can reduce the likelihood of 
claims, as well as improve employee wellbeing.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET? BIG NEWS? DON’T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF! If you are launching a product  
or your business has an announcement, send it to news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here. 

TABMA National Conference
The organisation’s 80th anniversary and conference hopes to shape the future of timber.

For 80 years, TABMA has been helping to 
improve the timber industry, with 

generations of apprentices and trainees 
started in their careers through the 
organisation. Now, as it celebrates this 
milestone anniversary, TABMA invites the 
industry to ‘honour the past, treasure the 
present and shape the future’ at its inaugural 
National Conference. 

Held at Oaks Cypress Lakes in the Hunter 
Valley, NSW, from Wednesday 16 June, 
the three day event is designed as an 
opportunity for the industry to come 
together to learn, share and strengthen for 
the many years ahead. Plus a bit of birthday 
rest and relaxation.

Recognising the importance of making 
and developing connections within the 
industry, Wednesday is all about networking. 

Thursday’s daytime sessions will 
concentrate on ‘shaping the future’. Opening 
keynote speaker, social researcher and Next 
Gen expert Claire Madden, will provide 
valuable insights into Gen Z and give 
attendees practical skills on how to 
understand, motivate and manage this 
generation of digital natives, plus how to 

utilise their skills, whether their aptitude 
for new technology or familiarity with 
online training. 

TABMA’s CEO David Little says, “The next 
generation coming up through the workforce 
will be our future leaders. We need to 
understand them in order to enable us to 
support their early career growth within 
our industry.” 

Breakout sessions throughout the 
conference will cover important workforce 
issues that align with TABMA’s long-term 
advocacy plans. They include: 

• Attracting employees. 
• Retaining employees. 
• Keeping employees safe. 
Topics include issues that have proved 

themselves to be vital in recent years such 

as ‘Mental health in the workplace’ and ‘The 
importance of insurance’. TABMA’s own 
expert staff will form part of the discussion, 
including Dean Wilson, TABMA’s workplace 
health and safety officer.

The final plenary session of the 
conference will be an inspirational joint 
session with Justin Jones, explorer, 
documentary producer and storyteller, who 
will take the audience on a ‘journey of 
crossing the ditch’. 

In it, he’ll recount stories from his 
unassisted, record-breaking two-man (with 
James ‘Cas’ Castrission) kayak journey from 
Australia to New Zealand. The voyage had 
been planned to encompass 2200km, but in 
the end saw them paddle 3318km, survive 
a four-day storm with 100km/h winds and 

Above from left: Keynote speaker Justin ‘Jonesy’ Jones and TABMA’s David Little, Dean Wilson and Alicia Oelkers.

Topics include issues that have proved vital 
in recent years such as ‘Mental health in the 
workplace’ and ‘The importance of insurance’.
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Above: Claire Madden will speak on Gen Z.

“We hope we can 
challenge people’s 
thinking so they can 
take the very best back 
to their businesses.”
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The Trusted Bracing Panel.

www.egger.com/osbrace
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enjoy only six out of 62 days at sea with 
helpful weather conditions.

Justin explores powerful lessons in his 
speeches on teamwork, risk mitigation, grit, 
resilience, leadership, trust and 
communication, all of which have helped 
this self-described ‘ordinary bloke’ survive 
his extraordinary adventures. 

Thursday evening will continue to ‘honour 
our past’ and ‘treasure the present’ at the 
Gala Dinner. TABMA will announce and 
recognise the 2021 Andrew Bone TABMA 
Member of The Year, along with the coveted 
Industry Legend and the Trainee and 
Apprentice of the Year Awards. As part of its 
80th anniversary, TABMA will also be 
celebrating the many past cadets and 
trainees who are still working in the 
industry, both to showcase the careers they 
have forged and to highlight the importance 
of the organisation’s training work.

TABMA’s general manager of membership 
services Alicia Oelkers says, “TABMA has 
a rich history in the timber and building 
materials industry, and for the past 80 years 
our members have helped shape the 
wider industry. 

“We want the conference to be a chance 
to honour members past and present, who 
have been an integral part of our industry, 
and celebrate the future industry leaders, 

our trainees and apprentices. We look 
forward to welcoming the industry at this 
rare celebration and hope we can challenge 
people’s thinking so they can take the very 
best back to their businesses and shape 
a sustainable future workforce for us all.” 

On the fi nal day of the conference, 
attendees will enjoy a range of optional 
activities including sunrise hot air balloon 
rides, 18-hole championship golf course, 
wine and cheese tour or day spa. 

During the conference, TABMA will also 
hold a Women in Forest and Timber Network 
Breakfast (WFTN) in order to connect 
women in the industry. 

After a very hard few years, the 
conference represents a much-needed 
opportunity to come together and learn in 
a relaxed, supportive environment, yet still 
be challenged with new and innovative 

thinking of the type that has long described 
the leaders in the Australian timber sector. 
All this, surrounded by some of the nation’s 
leading wineries – perfection.

The 2021 TABMA National Conference 
will take place from 16 to 18 June at 
Oaks Cypress Lakes in the Hunter Valley, 
NSW. To join the celebration, visit 
www.tabma.com.au/events
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Budget responses
There’s industry support, but also missed opportunities.

With a less nerve-wracking lead-up than 
last year’s, Budget 2021 has been 

generally well received for its acceptance 
that growth is the major need and that 
surplus is no longer a dirty word. An 
emphasis on construction and infrastructure 
spending is particularly welcome.

“Governments usually struggle to 
successfully manage the transition of the 
economy back from life support to strong 
growth led by the private sector, but this 
Budget has the potential to succeed,” Denita 
Wawn, CEO Master Builders Australia, said. 

She added, “Learning from history, the 
Treasurer has not been tempted to 
prematurely yank government support. In 
fact he has doubled down on his first 
pandemic Budget. This will boost the 
confidence of builders and tradies that the 
economic recovery can be completed.”

The continuation of the instant asset 
write-off scheme received plaudits from 
Wawn and other major industry figures, as 
did the parts of the $1.2 billion Digital 
Economy Strategy designed to promote and 
accelerate digitalisation in SMEs.

“Building and construction SMEs have one 
of the lowest rates for uptake of technology. 
The Government’s investment in improving 
digital skills and capacity can make our 
industry even more productive,” said Wawn.

Unions were predictably less impressed, 
with the CFMEU declaring that the Budget 
shortchanges apprentices by failing to 
support wage subsidies beyond the first year 
and locking in a long-term drop in spending 
on vocational education and training. 

Michele O’Neil, president of the ACTU, told 
the Sydney Morning Herald that the budget 
missed the opportunity to make big structural 
changes, needed by women in particular. 
“The billions provided to business in this 
budget are given without strings attached 
and risk again ending up in the pockets of 
shareholders and CEOs,” she said.

One of the centrepieces of the Prime 
Minister’s ‘Women’s Budget Statement’ is 
the Family Home Guarantee to assist 10,000 
eligible single parents with dependent P
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children, the vast majority of whom are 
women, to enter the housing market with a 
2% deposit. It received a mixed response, 
with some declaring it life-changing for single 
custodial parents, while others noted it 
represented a significant financial risk for 
those parents and that the money would be 
better used in supporting low-cost and social 
housing. However, not even the Opposition, 
who made the above argument, has 
committed sufficient funds to affordable 
housing to make up for the dramatic shortfall 
in supply, with some 430,000 people currently 
on wait lists for public housing alone.

Forestry won’t see much joy when it 
comes to funding to navigate the current 
trade crisis with China, though $85 million  
to improve regional broadband and mobile 
services and more than $15 billion over  
10 years for road, rail and community 
infrastructure projects across Australia may 
cheer the sector up a little.

Available in full at https://budget.gov.au/, 
Budget 2021 is seen by many as a sign the 
Morrison government intends to go to 
election before May next year. However, the 
continuation of big spending (which predates 
the Covid crisis for this government), may 
see ratings agencies downgrade Australia’s 
AAA credit rating, with CBA analysts warning 
it could happen as soon as September. 

“Learning from 
history, the Treasurer 
has not been tempted 
to prematurely yank 
government support… 
he’s doubled down.”
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WOODSOLUTIONS WEBINARS
The industry’s peak education body’s 
ongoing series of free webinars continues 
every second Tuesday In June, Biophilic 
Design is the topic on 11 June from 11am 
and ‘Achieving the Ultimate Timber 
Benefi ts – through design, specifi cation 
and certifi cation’ is the topic for 25 June at 
11am, led by architect Mark Thomson, 

UPCOMING EVENTS

CEO at Eco Effective Solutions and Board 
Member at Responsible Wood For full details 
and login details, visit www.woodsolutions.
com.au/event-created/month/2021-06

TABMA NATIONAL CONFERENCE
The inaugural TABMA National Conference 
will be held 16–18 June 2021 in the Hunter 
Valley, NSW. Daytime sessions will 
concentrate on shaping the future of the 
timber industry, with experts addressing 
a range of topics including fi nding and 
engaging future workers and keeping 
workers safe. There are multiple networking 
events over the event’s three days, along 
with a celebration of TABMA’s 80th birthday 
and the annual Gala Dinner and Awards 
Presentation, which will include the highly 
regarded Industry Legend, Trainee & 
Apprentice of the Year and Andrew Bone 
TABMA Member of the Year awards. The 
fi nal day rounds out the Hunter Valley visit 
with a range of activities. For full details see 
page 8 of this issue, or for more details and 
to register, visit https://tabma.com.
au/2021-national-conference/

NOVEMBER

AUSTIMBER 2020/21
As anticipated as the Olympics (and 
similarly delayed) the largest forestry 
show in Australia is back at its Victorian 
home on 10–13 November. Two days of 
fi eld trips, including in-forest and mill and 
fabrication plant tours will kick off the 
event, followed by show days. For 
details, visit www.austimber.org.au

FRAME 2021 (NEW DATE)
The renowned Timber Offsite Construction 
conference and exhibition will be held on 
16–17 November at the Crown Promenade 
Melbourne. Experts in the fi eld will talk 
about advances in building design and 
construction through the lens of existing 
projects. The format will combine in-person 
and live streaming of local and international 
speakers with a mix of live and online 
delegates, including single-session tickets. 
Last year’s successful Building Project 
Panels are back, with ‘real life’ discussions 
of multiple timber and mass timber projects 
across the spectrum of construction. 
Session details and registration available 
at www.timberoffsiteconstruction.com  
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Cladding in court
An appeal ruling after the Lacrosse Fire has multiple impacts.

The fire at Melbourne’s Lacrosse Building 
in 2014 was the first major aluminium 

composite panel (ACP) fire in a list that now 
includes the tragedy of Grenfell Tower in 
London. In 2019, Judge Ted Woodward of 
the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal 
(VCAT) ordered the owners of the damaged 
flats be immediately paid $5.7 million in 
damages by the builder, LU Simon. 
However, his ruling apportioned 97% of 
liability to the project consultants, leaving 
3% to be borne by LU Simon.

The builder had argued that it was not 
liable as it had relied on the expertise of the 
consultants in the design and selection of 
the ACP. The VCAT ruling found the builder 
was liable to the owners, but that the 
builder had not breached its duty of care.

Gardner Group, employers of the relevant 
building surveyor, was ordered to pay 33%, 
architects Elenberg Fraser was ordered to 
pay 25%, and the fire engineer Thomas 
Nicolas was ordered to pay 39%. All three 
consultant groups were found to have 
breached their consultant agreements with 
the developer for their roles in the 
installation of the flammable cladding. 

An appeal was brought to the Victorian 
Court of Appeal by the fire engineer, building 
surveyor and architect, and a decision has 
recently been handed down. All but one 
of VCAT’s findings has been upheld, with 
the one outstanding concerning the 
apportionment of liability between the 
certifier and the fire engineer. 

For professional indemnity insurers, the 
decision is great news. For everyone else, it’s 
more of a mixed bag. Owners in similar 

situations may now find it harder to pursue 
claims that will fund the removal of dangerous 
cladding as this ruling found the builder did 
not fail to take reasonable care while installing 
the highly combustible cladding. 

In a recent article from Wotton + Kearney, 
Australia’s largest specialised law team, 
authors and partners Nick Lux, Andrew 
Brennan, Robin Shute and Aisha Lala outline 
the professional indemnity implications of 
this decision. In a section that discusses the  
ruling’s implications for interpreting the BCA, 
they write: “A core issue in the dispute was 
whether the cladding, which went up in 
flames, met the requirements of the 
Building Code of Australia (BCA). In this 
case, the RBS argued that the cladding did 
meet a particular ‘deemed to satisfy’ (DTS) 
provision contained in C1.12(f) of the BCA.

“This argument was founded on a 
submission that the core component of the 
cladding, being its polyethylene core, was 
not a ‘laminate’ and, accordingly, was the 
subject of an exemption for non-combustible 
materials within that provision of the BCA…

“The Court of Appeal agreed with the 
Tribunal’s analysis that this exemption did not 
apply but adopted a slightly different analysis.

“The Court found that the RBS’ 
contention led to the conclusion that the 
clause effectively regulates only the 
combustibility of the external laminates and 
the precise extent to which adhesive may 
be used as an element of the construction. 
The Court found that this interpretation 
leaves open the possibility of further layers 
within the material being combustible, which 
would make the BCA limitation of the extent 

of the use of 
adhesives 
pointless.”

The W+K team 
note the implication: 
“The Court of 
Appeal’s findings 
effectively puts 
an end to this 
‘compliance 
pathway’ for 
combustible cladding 
under the BCA.”
For the full article, 
visit www.
wottonkearney.
com.au/why-the-
lacrosse-appeal-
raises-new-
questions-about-
professional-
indemnity-risks/

In brief 

Just when you thought there was 
enough to worry about on the 

environmentalist front, New Scientist’s 
1 May cover asks ‘Are trees sentient?’ 
Inside, an in-depth interview with 
Canadian forest ecologist Suzanne 
Simard discusses her work, which 
includes discoveries that trees do in fact 
communicate and, when threatened, 
can even send carbon through their 
roots to their neighbours. Intriguingly, 
her work on ‘mother trees’ suggests 
new ways to manage forests that 
produce more diverse and abundant 
natural regeneration. To read the whole 
story (subscription required), visit  
www.newscientist.com/article/
mg25033320-900-suzanne-simard-
interview-how-i-uncovered-the-
hidden-language-of-trees/ 

China’s ongoing Australian timber ban 
has led to a significant oversupply 

of some Australian timbers, reports 
Isabel Roe on ABC Radio National. Pulp 
wood, which comprised $600m in 
Australian exports to China before the 
ban, is now causing a major backlog on 
plantations. Usually, these smaller logs 
are thinned from the plantation at 
around five years, leaving the rest of 
the trees to grow on to full framing size. 
If there’s no one to buy it, it can’t be 
harvested, becoming a fire hazard and 
slowing growth in nearby trees. Local 
pulp wood manufacturing is being put 
forward as a recommended solution. 
For the full story, find or download the 
audio file at https://www.abc.net.au/
radionational/programs/breakfast/
timber-industry-oversupply-shortage-
the-backstory-isobel-roe/13327966

Mental health in the construction 
industry has finally begun receiving 

the attention it deserves in recent years, 
but long hours, tight deadlines, insecure 
work and a blokey she’ll-be-right culture 
have combined to see construction 
become the industry with the highest 
rate of male suicide in Australia, 
according to The Urban Developer. A 
combination of peer support, such as 
the Mates in Construction hotline (1300 
642 111) and TIACS (0488 846 988) and 
normalising mental health as part of 
WH&S are suggested in a bid to help 
men through tough times. For the full 
article, visit www.theurbandeveloper.
com/articles/suicide-construction-
sector-australia

Above: Grenfell Tower showed the worst-case results of inappropriate cladding. P
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Salvage completed
The last truckload of fire-damaged logs has arrived at the mill.

Black Summer already feels as though it 
was a lifetime ago, but it’s only a year 

and a half since mammoth fire storms 
swept through much of the country. While 
some problems are still waiting on solutions 
– many people are going into their second 
winter in temporary accommodation while 
they wait for their homes to be rebuilt – 
others have had remarkable success.

The salvage of burnt logs at Tumut and 
Tumbarumba are definitely in the latter 
category. Hyne Timbers alone has processed 
over 1.6 million burnt plantation pine logs at 
the Hyne Tumbarumba Mill. To celebrate the 
last truckload rolling in through the gates, 
the mill held a BBQ for growers and 

employees, and there was more emotion 
than barbecue sauce flowing. 

“To still be accepting burnt logs 15 months 
after the fires has completely exceeded 
industry expectations of three to six months,” 
said Jon Kleinschmidt, Hyne Timber CEO. 

“We’ve been able to maintain the mill’s 
capacity and supply of locally grown 
timber…” he said, noting they’re even 
looking for new staff. “The efforts of all 
involved from the growers, the harvesting 
crews, the haulers, the staff here at the mill 
and our customers has been remarkable and 
deserves to be celebrated.”

Dean Anderson, Regional Manager of 
Forestry Corporation of NSW said it was P
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good to see that, despite the devastation of 
the fires, so much pine could be salvaged.

“Over 45,000 hectares of pine plantations 
were impacted by fires in the local area, 
which is just under 40% of the area 
planted,” said Anderson. “More than half of 
the area affected by fire was too young to 
salvage and our focus has been on getting 
all the trees older than 19 years old and as 
much as possible of those older than 12.

“Thanks to the significant cooperation of 
our customers and contractors we have 
managed to just about achieve this, except 
for a few steep areas, salvaging over 2.7 
million tonnes in the Tumut and Tumbarumba 
region. This makes this operation one of the 
longest and the largest salvage operations in 
history, a testament to the resilience of the 
local forest industry.”
For more, including jobs at Tumbarumba, 
visit www.hyne.com.au
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Green machine
Things just sped up at the 
Maryvale Paper Mill.

Forestry relief
VicForests has won an appeal 
at the Federal Court.

Pedersen Group’s Maryvale mill handles 
huge volumes of logs. In a bid to speed 

up unloading, the site has recently installed 
a Sennebogen 875E material handler – the 
first in Australia – and it’s already delivering 
improved safety and productivity outcomes.

The highly configurable 65-tonne machine 
took less than two weeks to assemble on 
site. Fully loaded log trucks drive in 
underneath the material handler before 
being unloaded. This reduces both the space 
and time required to unload, frees up site 
capacity, and limits truck queuing, idling and 
movements, cutting carbon emissions.

The long list of machine safety features is 
headlined by the large Skylift MasterCab 
that provides the operator with excellent 
vision of the working area. Emergency cabin 
lowering devices and safety interlocks that 
prevent the machine being activated if the 

Federal Court Justice Debra Mortimer 
found against VicForests in a case brought 

by Friends of Leadbeater’s Possum in May 
2020 and issued orders in August 2020 that 

system which reduces the required engine 
power by more than 30%.
For more, visit https://sennebogen-na.
com/ and https://linxcc.com.au/

There was immediate response from local 
community activists on both sides. 

“The successful appeal is a great relief to 
hundreds of families who faced a bleak 
future if the decision was upheld,” Forest & 
Wood Communities Australia managing 
director Justin Law said.

“The mental toll on these working people 
who support our regions and defend our 
forests in times of crisis has been enormous.”

Friends of Leadbeater’s Possum has 
applied to keep the August 2020 injunctions 
in place and flagged an appeal. 

“Logging in native forests is killing 
threatened species and destroying their 
critical habitat. Against this background, this 
morning’s judgment is very disappointing,” 
said Steve Meacher, president of Friends of 
Leadbeater’s Possum immediately after the 
ruling was handed down. 

“This battle is not yet over. We are actively 
looking to appeal to the High Court.”

Above: Dillon Leys, utility operator, Pedersen Group Maryvale with Byron Judd, national business 
manager, Pacific Materials Handling.

cabin is not in a correct operating position 
ensure driver welfare.

An already efficient engine is coupled with 
Sennebogen’s Green Hybrid energy recovery 

barred VicForests from logging in 41 of the 
66 Central Highland forest coupes covered 
by the Central Highlands RFA. 

On 10 May this year, three judges of the 
Federal Court upheld VicForests’ appeal 
against Justice Mortimer’s judgment, which 
challenged the validity of the Regional Forest 
Agreements under which timber harvesting 
is conducted.

VicForests said it was pleased with the 
decision, in an announcement that went on 
to say, “Importantly the Court has upheld 
VicForests’ interpretation of the framework 
for sharing of environmental regulation 
between the Commonwealth and the States 
– that is, that forestry operations conducted 
in an area that is managed through a 
Regional Forest Agreement are managed 
under the State regime approved by the 
Commonwealth through the RFA process, 
not through the approval process under 
Commonwealth Law.”
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Koala profits
While forestry is blamed for 
koala losses, development 
remains the major threat.

Koala habitat in Western Sydney that was 
bulldozed for projects including the 

Western Sydney Airport has been linked to 
multi-million dollar profits to private investors 
and provoked calls for an independent audit. 

The Hon Mark Pearson MLC, Parliament 
of NSW took to Twitter to flag a Guardian 
Australia report that a director of consultancy 
firm Eco Logical Australia, which provided 
environmental advice for development 
across Western Sydney, was also linked to 
$40 million made in selling offsets. 

Pearson wrote: “Remember, last year I sat 
as Deputy Chair on the koala inquiry. One of 
our recommendations was to reassess the 
current offset scheme, [with] particular 
regard to prohibiting the ability to offset high 
quality koala habitat, and removing the 
ability to make payments in lieu of offsets.”

Proudly 
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He noted no action had been taken and 
accused the NSW government of “placing 
money above the lives of koalas”. 

The named director told Guardian Australia 
he had always acted “in an open, ethical and 
transparent manner and have achieved best 
practice … ecology outcomes”. 

Want the full story? Subscribe to the TimberTrader News fortnightly 
e-newsletter at www.timbertradernews.com/subscribe/newsletters 

Build to rent 
Developers look for 
returns in rentals. 

Brisbane’s 21-storey Lotus Tower, 
which has sat vacant since its 

completion in 2019, was recently sold 
to private equity firm Blackstone.

The firm has revealed plans to turn 
the high-end complex into an integrated 
build-to-rent project. It will add to the 
portfolio Blackstone began with its 
purchase of Caufield Village in southeast 
Melbourne, which includes a retail 
sector alongside its residences.

Meanwhile, Mirvac is looking to 
increase its build-to-rent pipeline from 
2200 to 5000 units in the near future. 

Build-to-rent housing is “large-scale, 
purpose-built rental housing that is held 
in single ownership and professionally 
managed” (www.planning.nsw.gov.au/
build-to-rent). It often helps to stabilise 
rental rates in areas by increasing 
supply and, because the sector 
concentrates on mid-rise and low high-
rise, offers a strong opportunity for 
timber offsite construction growth. 
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60 years strong
Three generations, six decades and millions of tonnes of timber since Mangan Logging & 
Haulage began, the company is stronger than ever, thanks to a lot of planning and a bit of luck.

Michael Mangan was just a young lad 
when his parents Bert and Monica 

packed up the family from their home in 
Wyong on the NSW Central Coast and 
moved four hours west to Oberon to 
complete a logging contract for Bert’s then 
employer. They didn’t drive back. Instead, 
Bert and Monica took over the contract and 
Mangan Logging & Haulage was born. 

Now, 60 years later, the company 
management has recently passed to 
Michael’s four kids. The third generation is 
guiding what is now the Mangan Group 
through continued growth – harvesting and 
hauling over 500,000 tonnes of softwood 
plantation pine every year. 

It’s a story containing some luck, and a lot 
of dedicated hard work. And it’s one “we 
wouldn’t have any other way,” says Michelle 
Corby, née Mangan, company accountant.

Bert and Monica spent over 20 years 
building up the business in the early days. 
“It was basically people with chainsaws 
felling, pruning, and stacking the timber onto 
pallets that were winched onto Dad’s two 
army-style Blitz trucks and then delivered to 
the sawmills,” says Michael, who helped on 
weekends. As soon as he left school, he 
joined the family business. 

In 1984, Bert’s health was failing, so he 
and Monica retired back to the Central 
Coast. Michael and his wife, Suzanne bought 
the business. “That fi rst transition between 
Nan and Pop and Mum and Dad was 
necessary,” says Michelle, “because Pop’s 
health couldn’t hold up. But when it came 
time to transition the business over to our 
generation, we’ve literally been working with 
our external accountants, solicitors and more 
for between fi ve and seven years. It’s only in P
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Above: Michael Mangan as a boy.

Two generations of the Mangan family. 
From left, Chris, Michelle, Michael and 
Suzanne, Lisa and Matthew.
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Clockwise from top left: Bert in 
early days; Matthew at a coupe; 
one of the Blitz trucks with a load 
of hand-felled logs; cutting is much 
easier now; larger trucks made 
haulage more economical. 
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the last 12 months that the final pieces are 
coming together with the structures, 
financing, shareholdings and so on.”

All four Mangan siblings work in the 
business, each specialising in a different 
area. Michelle, the chartered accountant and 
self-described numbers nerd runs finance. 

Matthew, who, like his dad, had been raring 
to get out into the wood since he was a boy, 
manages the forestry. Chris is passionate 
about haulage and has seen the truck fleet 
grow from a couple, to ten, “and now we’ve 
got 25 and we’re a leader in the haulage 
industry.” Business-minded Lisa managed 
the Mangan Group head office for 15 years 
before taking over the role of store manager 
six years ago. 

“It’s no joke when they say that you need 
to prepare and take the time to do 
succession planning carefully,” Michelle says. 
“It’s a big change going from a mum-and-dad 
business to a four-sibling business. We’ve all 
worked hard for everything, but one thing 
Dad and Mum did really well was to set up 
the company with all the infrastructure it 
needs to keep that success going.”

This includes two mechanical workshops 
with a 24-hour breakdown service and parts 
store, employing about 15 of the business’s 
more than 70 employees. It’s a godsend for 
managing the fleet of harvesters, feller 
bunchers, forwarders, skidders, loaders and 
B-double trucking combinations.

“They do the repairs and maintenance on 
all our machines and trucks and vehicles and 
everything else, in the workshop or in the 

“Prepare and take the 
time to do succession 
planning carefully.”

Above: Loading a B-double with logs in one of the softwood plantations where Mangan Group operates. 

Above: A commitment to sustainable forestry has seen Mangans harvesting around Oberon for 60 years.
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field,” says Michelle. “It saves us a lot of 
time and money whenever things go wrong.”

RIDING THE ROUGH PATCHES
Things have sometimes gone wrong. 
Michael and Suzanne were in the middle of 
a machinery upgrade cycle when interest 
rates soared to 29% in the 1980s. “We were 
lucky to secure a contract with CSR during 
that time. The banks finally understood that 
loans to get equipment meant we could 
actually do the work,” Suzanne says. 

Natural disasters are a given, Michelle 
jokes that they seem to be on a three-year 
cycle, with recent floods washing out some 
access roads. “But we were lucky with the 
bushfires. We weren’t impacted, in fact we 
sent help to the guys down at Tumut who 
were impacted so they could get the timber 
harvested before it went rotten,” she says.

The other travails of 2020 were more up 
and down. While Covid worries affected only 
some of their smaller customers, “Our 
largest proportion of work is with Forest 
Corp NSW and their long-term contracts, 
which go up to five to six years. So the risks 
within our contracts with them are mitigated 
really well,” Michelle says. 

“On the other hand, the China timber 
import bans have been a pretty big impact 
on us. It reduced our cut order more than 
Covid. And then that was followed up by the 
floods. But we’ve been able to steadily build 
and get back on top of both of those.”

The biggest challenge for a business 
operating out of a regional centre so close 
to the mining town of Orange is finding and 
retaining good technical and mechanical 
staff. “We can’t compete on the shifts and 
the penalty rates, but we can offer a family-

oriented, long-term career, with training 
opportunities,” says Michelle. “We’ve been 
pretty lucky, 80% of our staff have been 
with us for about 10 years and we’ve got 
some guys who have been here for 25 or  
30 years. There are sons and grandsons 
entering the business.”

While Mangans Group aims to train up 
younger generations across the business to 
combat the risks of an ageing workforce, 
they’re also helping to keep older workers 
employed in the region – which helps keep 
families from leaving in search of work. “In 
the last 12 months we’ve put on over-60 
year olds and they’re the most dedicated 
workers,” Michelle says. “Plus we get the 
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advantage of their skills and their ability to 
help mentor our younger staff.”

Of course, some of the staffing needs are 
being filled by more Mangans. “Matthew’s 
son Riley has just started on as a mechanic,” 
says Michelle. “It’s going to be so much 
more complicated for the next generation – 
between the four siblings, we’ve currently 
got 10 children. But that won’t be our 
problem. We’ll do what we can and set it up 
for them and they can fight it out. For now, 
it’s nice to see Riley following very much in 
his dad’s footsteps. He’s got the right 
attitude and the passion for the industry.” 
For more, visit www.manganlogging.
com.au

Above: An in-house mechanical service has helped to minimise costs and downtime for the business. 
Servicing is run to a schedule and teams can be quickly deployed to wherever a breakdown occurs.
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“The International Agency for Research on 
Cancer says there is documented evidence that 
wood dust can cause nasal and throat cancer.”

Dust diseases
Cutting timber and stone, especially engineered stone, comes with significantly elevated risks 
of serious disease, but industries including ours have been slow to act. BY DONYALE HARRISON

Dust seems so innocuous. Half the time 
it’s too small to even see – and there’s 

the danger. In many workplaces, minuscule 
particles travel into our airways, perhaps our 
noses and throats, perhaps deep into our 
lungs, where they lodge. If we’re lucky, 
they’ll sit there quietly. A bit less luck and we 
might develop asthma or an autoimmune 
disease. A lot less luck and it could be life-
limiting, like cancer or silicosis. 

We’re good at worrying about these 
consequences when we see the tell-tale 
signs of asbestos: sites are shut down and 
specialists are called in. But we’re a lot less 
good about managing our exposure to wood 

dust and to stone dust, and the wave of 
disease caused by our casual attitudes to 
these workplace dangers is starting to break.

Dean Wilson, TABMA’s workplace health 
and safety officer, is making dust a focus for 
the association. “The International Agency 
for Research on Cancer has come out and 
said that there is documented evidence that 
both softwood and hardwood dust can 
cause nasal and throat cancer,” he says. 

“I’ve been talking with a hygienist at 
Workplace Health and Safety Queensland 
about what their concerns will be with the 
release of this information and about what 
businesses need to take into consideration 

when they are getting people working around 
timber dust. In short, working with timber 
now has to comply with the silica dust 
requirements. Anyone who cuts or sands 
or works with any timber product should 
be wearing a fit-tested and fit-for-purpose 
mask. Wherever possible, workplaces need 
to provide suitable dust extraction and 
ventilation and the last resort is the PPE.”

Wilson is naturally concerned with timber, 
but he notes the crossover with silica dust 
is more than a PPE grouping. Hardware 
suppliers across Australia are selling and 
cutting stone and artificial stone benchtops 
alongside their wood. Builders are often on 
site at the same time as bathrooms and 
kitchens are going in and stone is being cut. 
Timber-sector workers are at direct risk.

“We have members who are exposed to 
silica dust from fibrous cement sheeting as 
well as engineered stone,” Wilson notes, 
flagging that in many cases, as with timber, 
the product notes from the manufacturer or 
supplier ask for ventilation and masks. 

“We’ve even had improvement notices 
handed out to a couple of our members 
about the cutting of Hebel blocks on their 
site, because they’ve been cutting them dry, 
which gives off dust. And the workers 
weren’t wearing fit-tested face masks.”

And that’s an even bigger worry. Because 
some types of silica dust have been killing 
young people.

ARTIFICIAL STONE SILICOSIS
“We described the first case in NSW in 
2014,” says Associate Professor Deborah 
Yates, specialist in occupational lung disease 
at St Vincent’s Hospital, Sydney and co-chair 
of the Registry and Clinical Trials 
Subcommittee for the Thoracic Society of 
Australia and New Zealand. 

“That was a patient who had such severe 
lung disease he had to have a lung 
transplant. Since then, there have been at 
least six deaths Australia-wide in young P
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Above: Stone products, particularly artificial stone, should always be wet cut. 
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men. The youngest patient I have is 
someone who is 21.”

She’s describing artificial stone-associated 
silicosis, a disease caused by inhaling the 
dust from cutting artificial stone, such as 
Caesarstone. It’s a relatively new disease, 
first noted in Spain in 2010, but it’s different 
to the classical silicosis that has affected 
stone miners and masons for millennia. 

“The main differentiating feature appears 
to be that it is much more progressive,” 
Assoc Prof Yates says. “In other words, it 
gets worse much faster. The other thing that 
differentiates it is the fact that patients get 
autoimmune diseases, which are basically 
diseases where you make antibodies against 
yourself and you get skin problems, arthritis 
and possibly even organ damage. 

“The difficulty is we don’t really know why 
it’s progressing so fast. We think it could be 
because of the doses of silica they’ve been 
exposed to, which have been incredibly high 
– sometimes a thousand times the legislated 
limits for silica exposure. But it could be 
other things, for example, exposure to 
metals or glues, all of which are contained in 
artificial stone.”

Classical silicosis, which generally affected 
workers in later life, had dramatically dropped 
over the past century thanks to improvements 
in WH&S. The numbers had gone down to 
such an extent that specialist taskforces had 
been disbanded and public health programs 
discontinued. Then, 25-odd years ago, artificial 
stone products – also known as engineered 
or reconstituted stone – started popping up 
on the market. Made of processed quartz 
bound with adhesives and other ingredients 
such as resins and dyes, they have silica 
levels of typically 80–95%, against natural 
granite’s 25–60% and marble’s less than 
5%. They now account for about half of the 
Australian market for stone surfaces in 
homes and in commercial builds, thanks to 
their price point and colour range. 

While there are huge international 
companies selling artificial stone, many of 
the people cutting and installing it are small-
scale contractors who lack legal protections 
and are often undereducated about the 
risks, in part because they are often from 
non-English speaking backgrounds. 

Kylie Trounson, an associate at Slater and 
Gordon, has been working with clients 
pursuing WorkCover claims for silicosis as 
well as trying to educate workers and 
contractors about the risks and their rights. 

“In the last few years we’ve seen an 
emergence of what some people might call 
a new silicosis crisis worldwide because of 
the makeup of these engineered stones 
being very different to natural stone, but 
workers still working with it in similar ways 
to how they were working with natural 
stone,” Trounson says. 

“They’re often dry cutting, where the dust 
just goes absolutely everywhere. It’s very 
fine dust. I understand from talking to people 
who work with it that dust needs serious 
protection, including full ventilation, well-fitted 
and proper masks and wet cutting equipment 
– which is really what is required to try and 
stem the flow of this incredibly fine dust with 
incredibly high silica content. The lack of that 
protection is what’s led to where we are 
now, with some stonemasons now 
contracting this acute, accelerated silicosis.”

She adds, “The chief novelty is the high 
silica content. The lack of protection is one 
issue; the lack of product warnings is the 
other. PPE is regarded as the last resort in 
industrial hygiene, with dust extraction and 
wet cutting being a priority.”

Many of Trounson’s clients are also at the 

peak of their working career. Even for those 
with milder forms of disease, it is life-
changing, as they must be extremely careful 
to limit future dust exposure.

“The trouble with tradies is that they have 
to work with dust,” says Yates. “So they 
either have to completely change to doing 
something different, and a lot of these 
people have no training in skills like 
computers or office-based work, or they 
have to try and get a job in something 
related but less dusty, which is difficult, 
especially because most are in their 40s. 
And the moment someone finds out they 
have a dust disease, they often don’t want 
to employ them.“

Right now, Yates emphasises that we do 
not know what the safe levels of safe 
exposure to artificial stone dust are. P
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Above: Timber dust has recently been implicated in some cancers, in addition to asthma and lung 
disease. Good masks are essential, even for small jobs, as for this worker at Kennedy’s.
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“All this has resulted in the legislated limit 
for exposure being halved,” she says, “but 
anecdotally, people are still working with 
a lot of silica. Dry cutting has been banned 
in most, but not all, of Australia. It shouldn’t 
have been allowed in the fi rst place. It’s 
been known about as a cause of silicosis for 
about 150 years.”

So far the cases have been in workers with 
high levels of direct exposure, rather than in 
family members or other workers on site, as 
was commonly the case with asbestos, but 
Yates cautions that it’s early days and these 
remain possibilities in the future. “People 
may be exposed if they’re working in building 
new construction, in kitchens and bathrooms 
particularly,” she says.

TAKING ACTION
There’s a mixed bag when it comes to offi cial 
responses to artifi cial-stone silicosis and 
other dust diseases. ‘Workers’ as defi ned in 
industrial legislation – all PAYG employees 
and some contractors – have reasonably 
effective protections and various regulatory 
bodies looking out for their interests.

“This is a focus with the various state 
WorkCover authorities,” Wilson says. “With 
timber, at mills and fabricators, they’re 
looking at how clean the areas are around 
saws, how often the saw itself is cleaned, 
making sure businesses aren’t using 
compressed air to blow that dust away 
because that makes the dust more airborne. 
The concern is that it’s not the physical dust 
that you can actually see, it’s the micro, 
airborne dust that goes into the nasal and 
throat cavities that can start disease, which 
is a similar fi brotic disease to silicosis. 

“One of our industry members failed an 
inspection recently. This workplace provided 
dust masks for people to use, but because 
they weren’t fi t-tested to suit the operator, 
the inspector found that company in breach. 
They were issued with an improvement 
notice and instructed to get all their people fi t 
tested and supplied with appropriate masks – 
most often N95 masks or a full respirator.”

Masks are only one step. They work best 
in combination with multiple other measures 
to reduce risk (see Examples of factors 
affecting hazard control in the workplace
graphic, above right) and fi rst that risk needs 
to be measured. In many workplaces, only 
certain areas near saws or fi nishing tables 
have high dust levels, in others, it’s the entire 
plant. You may need to have fi tted masks for 
every staff member, or just a few with 
everyone else protected by a dust control/
extraction system and ventilation.

Defi ned ‘workers’ who get sick do have 
access to the various state-based workers 
compensation schemes for income support, 
bill assistance and possible payouts. But not 
everyone is a worker. Many of those cutting 

artifi cial stone are defi ned as just contractors 
and they have far fewer protections. 
Tragically, they often also have far less 
information about the risks. Many are one- or 
two-person operations and are clustered in 
migrant communities.

Victorian-based Slater and Gordon 
workers’ compensation principal lawyer Neil 
Andrews has been working with affected 
people in considering whether to pursue a 
class action against the manufacturers of 

artifi cial stone. “Initially, it was diffi cult to 
identify just how many workers had been 
exposed to silica dust, as a large number of 
stonemasons are migrants and refugees on 
contracts who speak limited English or hold 
positions in workplaces that were often non-
unionised,” he says. “This was further 
complicated by the small workshops 
scattered throughout Victoria making it hard 
for the regulators (Victorian Government’s 
WorkSafe) to keep track of their operations.”

Examples of factors affecting hazard
control in the workplace

Process/
Method

Engineering

Personal

Administrative

Above: The multiple stages of risk reduction around dust in the workplace – masks are just one step.
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“This workplace provided dust masks for people 
to use, but because they weren’t fi t-tested to suit 
the operator, the inspector found them in breach.”

Elimination or reduction of substance

Substitution

Change in form

Wet methods

Initial design of process

Redesign or modifi cation of process

Materials handling (mechanical)

Enclosure

Local exhaust ventilation (LEV)

General ventilation (dilution, 

displacement)

Materials handling (manual)

Keeping the workplace clean

Avoiding spread of contamination

Personal protective equipment 

programme

Work practices and training

Restricted areas and jobs

Reduction of exposure time

Reduction of numbers exposed

Decontamination

Personal hygiene arrangements

Information, instruction, training
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In November 2017, Slater and Gordon set 
up a national silicosis register. 

“It has provided a sense of how many 
people have been exposed, and enabled us 
to assist them to access appropriate 
compensation. It has also increased our 
knowledge of the exposures that cause the 
disease,” Andrews says.

Trounson describes how the firm has 
assisted those who are eligible to access help 
through established schemes: “[They] can 
access benefits and will probably be paid 
adequate compensation through the workers 
compensation schemes, and we always say 
to people that’s where they go first if they are 
a worker, because WorkSafe is well aware of 
silicosis, they understand the disease and 
potentially in some cases there will be 
significant amounts of compensation paid out. 

“But the real problem is the gap for these 
people who are not considered workers. 
They’re not entitled to anything. There’s no 
one to pay their medical bills or cover their 
lost income or in any way pay for the fact 
they may die early. That’s why we’ve been 
looking into this issue from a class action 
perspective against the manufacturers.”

Every expert I spoke with expressed 
frustration at the fact Australian workplaces 
aren’t taking dust issues seriously enough. 
Both lawyers and Wilson noted this could turn 
out to be an extremely false economy in the 
long run, pointing to strict compliance codes 
that have been introduced for businesses 
working with silica and are being introduced 
for other dust-producing workplaces. 

“If an employer has been negligent and 
failed to comply with their duty of care to 
keep their workers safe, there could be legal 
consequences,” says Andrews. “Sadly, the 
threat of a worker falling ill and taking legal 
action against their workplace is not always 
an effective measure to ensure businesses 
operate ethically.”

But a word stronger than frustration is 
required for their attitudes towards the 
manufacturers. Assoc Prof Yates described 
herself as “a bit bitter” about them, noting 
that Caesarstone’s reaction to doctors in 
Israel warning of this new silicosis threat had 
been legal threats, forcing the researchers 
who broke the news to change the name of 
their article, removing the word ‘Caesarstone’.

Andrews is no less damning: “The 
engineered stone manufacturers bear 
significant culpability for the current silicosis 
cases,” he says. 

“Their products can contain up to 90–95% 
silica, whereas natural stone such as granite 
may contain from 20–60% silica. Given 
silicosis is a very long recognised industrial 
disease and the dangers of inhaling 
crystalline silica dust have been known for 
so long, we are concerned that the 
manufacturers are not contributing to the 

compensation paid to people who have 
contracted silica-related diseases through 
their work, or to a greater awareness about 
the inherent risks and dangers of working 
with the products they make.”

RESHAPING THE FUTURE
The one faint upside of artificial-stone silicosis 
is that it has reminded us that dust diseases 
are not a thing of the past. Workplaces, some 
trade unions, regulatory authorities, much of 
the legal and medical profession, and state 
and federal governments are all starting to 
act together on the issue.

Assoc Prof Yates urges anyone who’s 
been exposed to any kind of silica to make 
sure they have the dust levels in their 
workplace measured. “This is something 
that is actually already legislated,” she says. 
“If an employer suspects that workers might 

be exposed to crystalline free silica, they are 
meant to sample the dust and make sure 
that the appropriate dust control measures 
are implemented. But this just doesn’t 
happen a lot of the time. 

“So if the employer isn’t doing it, the 
employee should perhaps remind them. 
There is an obligation on behalf of the 
employer to provide a worker with 
information about potentially toxic 
substances to which they may be exposed. 
They’re meant to provide them with a 
materials safety data sheet. The problem is, 
a lot of the artificial stones just don’t have 
information about what’s in them, so nobody 
knows exactly what they contain. And when 
the poor old workers ask for some of the 
legislated safety conditions to be applied, 
they worry they’re at risk of getting sacked.”

The fragile employment conditions of 

Above, from top: Artificial stone is popular thanks to a wide colour range and cheap price point; lung 
tissue with silicosis shown under bright light (left) and polarised light (right). The silica crystals show up 
brightly in the latter, while the fibrotic tissue around the crystals can be seen in the former.
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many people in the stone cutting sector 
make it hard for change to come from the 
bottom up. Timber industry workers are 
often in a good position to support them by 
putting pressure on companies doing the 
wrong thing, thanks to a better protected 
and more unionised workforce. 

While acknowledging masks are only the 
last step in dust suppression, Yates says, “For 
a lot of the people I see, their employers have 
been incredibly reluctant to give them 
regularly changed, fit-tested masks. There is 
an expense, but it’s tiny in comparison with 
the long-term damage that this can do. The 
only way workers will be able to actually 
change this is by all getting together and 
working as a group. So if there’s a carpenter 
or builder who sees there’s a stonemason 
who’s being exposed to dust, he should be 
able to able to tell him and maybe also let 

SafeWork know, because this is not right!” 
Meanwhile, change is coming from the 

top. Andrews says, “The Victorian and 
Queensland State Governments have led the 
way in ensuring all stonemasons have health 
checks and undergo testing. The Victorian 
Government has been running an awareness 
campaign to highlight the risks of working 
with artificial stone, and has hosted events 
to educate doctors, GPs and respiratory 
physicians so they can identify the condition. 

“The Victorian WorkCover Authority has 
tested workers in most stonemasons 
businesses in Victoria and identified workers 
suffering from silicosis. That has prompted a 
large rise in WorkCover claims of this type 
due to awareness. State-wide bans on 
uncontrolled dry cutting of materials that 
contain crystalline silica dust were announced 
in Queensland first, then Victoria and NSW.”

Outside of NSW, diagnoses of silicosis 
have led to case finding studies, “Which 
means that, like Covid, they’ve actually gone 
out to the workplace and examined all the 
workers who were exposed,” says Yates. 

Assoc Prof Yates is also involved with the 
National Dust Diseases Task Force, which is 
charged with developing a national approach 
to the prevention, early identification, control 
and management of occupational dust 
diseases in Australia. The Taskforce is due to 
hand down its final report by 30 June. 

“The fallout of that is going to be a 
national reporting service, we hope,” Yates 
says. “Provided the federal government 
funds it. It’s a big ask but we’re trying. The 
problem is that the reporting probably won’t 
help people other than 20 years on, because 
there’s this long latency period.”

Yates is one of many lung specialists 
hoping that a national screening service for 
workers who are exposed to dust will be 
another outcome. There can be a 20-year gap 
between exposure and showing signs of 
disease, so someone exposed as an 
apprentice might not get sick until they are in 
their 40s with a mortgage and a young family.

Regular screening that’s retained on a 

“Masks come with an expense, but it’s a tiny 
expense in comparison with the long-term 
damage that dust diseases can do.”

This Vekta Razer saw ducts dust directly to a contained waste extraction point, minimising the risk to all workers in this open-plan plant. Vekta’s Ed Serrano says 
one of the biggest issues he sees on sites are saws with dust extraction units that are undersized for the application. 
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The short version
• Timber and silica dust both 

represent real health risks. Silica 
dust can lead to silicosis, a career-
ending and potentially lethal 
illness. The risks of silicosis from 
engineered stone are far greater 
than those from natural stone.

• Appropriate masks should always 
be worn when doing anything that 
creates dust. Businesses where 
timber or stone, especially 
artificial stone, is cut should 
provide safe cutting equipment, 
dust extraction and ventilation.

• Masks should be fit-tested and 
rated as suitable for the dust the 
worker will be exposed to (usually 
N95 or respirators) and worn. 

• Many of the workers cutting 
artificial stone are classified as 
‘independent contractors’ and are 
under-educated about the risks 
and unprotected when it comes 
to seeking compensation. Timber 
sector workers are often in a good 
position to help share WH&S 
education and to dob in 
businesses who fail to protect 
those cutting for them.

• Compensation for silicosis is 
currently being paid out almost 
entirely through state-based 
workers compensation schemes. 
Several class actions against 
manufacturers are being planned, 
which may allow those schemes 
to recoup some of their costs, as 
well as secure payouts for other 
stonemasons and their families.

• Medical groups are calling for 
national screening and notification 
systems for other dust diseases 
and for contact tracing of cases in 
a bid to reduce risks and lower 
future case numbers.

national database will show damage earlier 
and make life easier for people pursuing 
claims, as well as help legislators and 
regulators see patterns of illness and work 
to prevent future cases. Yates also hopes for 
a system similar to the investigative branch 
of the National Institute for Occupational 
Safety in the US. In the meantime, she 
recommends people working with dust have 
regular checks by independent doctors, “ask 
for copies of the information and keep it 
yourself, or give it to your wife to keep as 
that’s often the safest thing.”

While there are treatments for some dust 
diseases, these include restricting future dust 
exposure, which means a significant change 
in work and sometimes earnings. For 
progressive silicosis, options are limited, but 
treatments in trial form, using an antifibrotic 
tablet called nintedanib, are available. 
Physically washing out the lungs (whole lung 
lavage) is invasive, requiring intensive care 
admission, and has not yet been proved to 
work. Lung transplants are difficult to obtain 
and prevention remains the goal.

Trounson and her colleagues are continuing 
to get the word out directly. “I’m having a 
chat over Zoom with some leaders from the 
Afghan Hazara community tonight,” she says, 
“because they’ve come to us concerned that 
they have many self-employed people within 
their community who are cutting stone.

”At the moment it’s really trying to access 
those people, find out who they are, ask if 
they’re aware of the risks and can they 
therefore change their work practices? But 
also they absolutely need to be tested, 
because if there’s any sign of disease there, 
they have to stop work straight away. It’s 
a big problem if they’re not considered to 
be a ‘worker’ and cannot access any 
compensation for lost income.”

Previously Trounson has spoken directly to 
Vietnamese community groups, taking 
advantage of their established networks and 
translators to talk with people who are often 
hesitant to seek out legal or medical help. “I 
feel we’re imparting something that will be 

helpful. And it’s symbiotic; they’re telling us 
things that we didn’t know about the type of 
people who are doing this work and that 
gets us thinking as to how we might be able 
to help them.”

As far as the timber sector is concerned, 
with the new evidence showing timber dust 
as a potential cancer cause, Wilson says the 
days of being casual about dust diseases are 
past. “Now the risks are exposed, 
workplaces need to make sure they’re doing 
the right thing,” he says. 

“There are plenty of people and 
organisations out there who do good fit 
testing, I’m doing a course myself to provide 
it as a service to our members. Too often in 
our industry, safety is one of those things 
we’ll think about when we haven’t got any 
work to do. Everyone seems to be always 
worried about the sales side of things and 
not the safety. But if they get safety wrong 
it can cost them a lot more than what they 
make in sales.”

Assoc Prof Yates says, “I had a 45-year-old 
patient who died, and he had small children, 
two and seven. It really made me very upset. 
He was a nice Vietnamese man who’d trained 
as an engineer at Sydney Uni and started 
cutting artificial stone in the holidays and 
found he could make a lot of money. It’s quite 
a skilled job and very satisfying with these 
lovely smooth surfaces. And so he kept on 
doing it. He didn’t know anything about the 
hazards. And he died as a result.

“The trouble with prevention is that it is not 
“sexy”. But in the long run, it will save lives 
and also costs. Artificial stone manufacturers 
are making millions and have known about 
this for several years. There is no excuse for 
selling something unlabelled which is likely 
to kill a worker. Not anymore..” 
For more, visit www.slatergordon.
com.au/silicaclassaction, www.
tabma.com.au, www1.health.gov.au/
internet/main/publishing.nsf/Content/
ohp-nat-dust-disease-taskforce.htm 
and www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/
silica for details on managing silica.
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Timber cladding can solve time, cost and durability issues for builders and owners.

a building is strongly related to increased 
feelings of wellbeing and higher productivity 
among workers – essential for the high-
stress environment of the QEOC.

Kennedy’s Timbers collaborated closely 
with the architect and builder, providing 
samples of different timber species and 
profiles and suggestions on usage. Once the 
design was finalised, the Kennedy’s team 
also worked closely with the build team 
from Hutchinson Builders. “We asked them 
‘How are you going to build it? What 
method?’,” Kennedy says. 

“They were going to use a traditional 
method of scaffolding and chippies on site to 
fix it and I said ‘Well, why don’t we pre-build 
it?’ They liked the idea and asked how. From 
there we went back and forth considering 
how we could build and connect the modules 
and, with input from all three teams, we 
came up with a solution that looked right, 
could be constructed and could be installed.”

The resulting recycled hardwood external 
cladding panels were prefabricated at 
Kennedy’s Timbers, with workers protected 
from weather and working at height risks. 

“From there, each module was taken 
straight to site as needed,” says Kennedy. 

“They were lifted straight off the truck 
with a crane and riggers and went directly 
onto the face of the building. The installation 
time was significantly reduced. I think we 
saved Hutchinsons something like $300,000 
in scaffolding and building costs. That was 
a big positive and it came about through 
working with the architect and the builders. 
Since then, we’ve done a lot of projects 
similar to that, working really closely with 
the architect and builder to help minimise 
the cost and get a good outcome.”

Kennedy’s also supplied interior cladding 
timbers for the QEOC that were installed 
using traditional methods. They’re part of the 
overall design intent behind the building. 

As Kennedy says, “We know about the 
environmental properties of wood, what’s 
only starting to be understood is how, in a 
building, it fights stress. It makes for a calmer 
work environment and it has, to use a Greek 
word, a biophilia effect of making people 
more relaxed. We know being surrounded by 
natural materials can help lower the number 

Michael Kennedy is driving back from 
meeting with a builder when I reach 

him on the phone. “My team are going to 
look at me with horror when I get back,” he 
says, laughing, before adding that this 
happens semi-regularly. 

The builder’s described a job and asked 
‘can you do it?’ Kennedy’s told him it should 
be doable, but has just confessed he doesn’t 
yet know how. As he says, “It can’t be that 
hard, we’ll just work out a way. It’s a great job 
for the team – it’s fun. You look at a problem 
and think ‘How can you do it in wood for the 
environmental benefits?’ and ‘How can we 
do things a little differently to give a great 
outcome to our customers, whether that’s 
speed to market for them or cheaper, easier 
to install or just better overall?’ 

“That’s what we try to do and it works, 
because those customers keep coming back 
and wanting to buy wood from us, which is 
what we want.”

It’s more than a nice phrase for the media. 
The company has long been working closely 
with builders and architects to change the 
way timber – especially cladding – can be 
translated from drawing to reality, including 
some extremely ambitious designs.

“I think we saved 
Hutchinsons 
something like 
$300,000 in 
scaffolding and 
building costs.”

COST-SAVING CLADDING
“We worked on the Queensland Emergency 
Operations Centre (QEOC) around 2009–10,” 
Kennedy says. “The state government 
wanted buildings that had a reduced carbon 
input. Even back then, they wanted buildings 
that could make a positive difference to 
combatting climate change. Using wood was 
one of the suggestions from the architects, 
Architectus, because they understood the 
merits of wood, what it can do and how 
positive it is.”

By ‘positive’, Kennedy means research 
that shows a high use of visible timbers in 

Best dressed

Above: One of the ‘butterfly’ feature ceilings at Grand Central Toowoomba Shopping Centre.
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“We know being 
surrounded by natural 
materials can help 
lower the number of 
sick days people take 
and the amount of 
stress they have.”

Clockwise from above: The Grand Central 
Toowoomba Shopping Centre; the Queensland 
Emergency Operations Centre; Lindis Luxury Lodge.

of sick days people take and the amount of 
stress they have.”

So the savings from the timber have kept 
going long after the build.

SOLVING CHALLENGES
Since the QEOC, Kennedy’s has used similar 
cost-saving prefabricated modules on builds 
ranging from domestic homes to the Lindis 
Luxury Lodge, in New Zealand’s Ahuriri 
Valley – voted best hotel at the 2019 World 
Architecture Festival. One of the most 
complex uses has been at the Grand Central 
Toowoomba Shopping Centre, where the 
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design featured butterfl y-style feature 
ceilings radiating out from 13.5m-high 
columns and with the timber bent in two 
different directions.

“The builder who was doing that rang us 
because they couldn’t get anyone to do it,” 
Kennedy says. “They said ‘the architect’s 
designed this and no one can build it!’ 
Because it had to go at different angles and 
it had to be prefabricated and they wanted it 
in solid timber. I went and met with them 
and said ‘Yeah, we can probably do that’ and 
then I came back to my team and said: ‘This 
is what the architect wants, can we do it?’ 
and they looked at it and went ‘Oh shi… let’s 
take a look.’ So we built some templates and 
prototypes and worked out a method.”

Highly accurate CAD drawings were used 
to guide the fabrication of each section. 
Each component piece started with 
12mm-thick solid tallowwood timber, relief-
grooved so it could bend. The tallowwood 
pieces were then laminated together in 
sections and these sections were laminated 
onto a bending plywood at the back. The 
whole unit was then pre-fi nished in the 
factory with an Intergrain oil before being 
taken to site for installation. 

“It was precision milled, which made for 
a really easy installation,” Kennedy says. 
“Just guys on scissor lifts putting them up in 
panels. It was spot-on in terms of the detail, 
because the architect’s drawings were really 
precise and our team in the factory also was 
really precise in what they machined.”

The pre-oiling has become almost 
standard of late. “It saves time and money 
on a building site,” says Kennedy. “It also 
makes for a quicker construction job: if it’s 
already done, you don’t have the painter 
coming in afterwards to do it. These new-
aged oils that companies like Intergrain have  
are wonderful products. We can pre-oil in our 
factory and then they can put a top-up coat 
on site or they can tint them, whatever they 
want. It’s really benefi cial for the customer.”

PROTECTED FROM THE START
“We work pretty closely with Kennedy’s,” 
says Brad Pascoe, Intergrain’s national 
business development manager, industrial. 
“I’d say we supply them with the lion’s share 
of the oil they use in their pre-oiling. They use 
our Universal Oil in its industrial incarnation 
and by all accounts Michael’s loving it, he’s 
very happy with the result, his customers are 
pleased and therefore we’re pleased.”

Intergrain’s Universal Timber Oil hit the 
market last year and has delivered top 
results in terms of performance and 
durability. It deeply penetrates and will allow 
timber to gradually weather to a natural grey, 
while protecting the dimensional stability of 
the timber from within.

“Because it’s an open system, you can 
pre-oil with this and then you can go over 
the top with anything you like.” Pascoe says. 
“It’s putting the choice back into the hands 
of a consumer and not locking them into 
one system for the product’s lifespan.”

Too often, Pascoe has seen designers shy 
away from timber cladding due to misguided 
beliefs about maintenance or durability.

“Timber is a fantastic product in itself 
before we even touch it,” he says, “so we’re 
all about protecting it, highlighting it and 
helping it to achieve the longest-possible 
service life.”

As part of spreading the word about the 
protective products and technologies that are 
available, Cabot’s, Intergrain’s parent 
company, has recently hired a national 
specifi cation manager to talk directly with 
architects, fi lling in the last gap. “We strive 
very hard to get accurate information out to 
consumers,” Pascoe says, “whether via our 
website and social media channels talking to 
DIYers or via our major distributors and 
business development managers talking to 
designers, suppliers and builders. 

“We want people at all levels of the 
market, from concept stage right through to 
handover, to understand what’s available.”

“Because it’s an open system, you can pre-oil 
with Universal Timber Oil and then you can go 
over the top with anything you like.”

Above: Intergrain’s Universal Oil can be coated with water or solvent-based fi nishes or left as is (below).

Kennedy’s extensive range of interior and exterior timber cladding options 
are suitable for all Australian conditions. High durability timbers such as 
Spotted Gum, Ironbark, Blackbutt and Tallowwood provide unique aesthetic 
appeal and long term superior performance with a broad selection of widths, 
thicknesses and finishes, the design possibilities are endless!

NOTHING BEATS THE 
WARMTH OF WOOD

WWW.KENNEDYSTIMBERS.COM.AU

HEAD OFFICE: 228 Potassium Street, Narangba, Queensland 4504 
Phone : +61 (07) 3293 0528

MELBOURNE: 45 Fabio Court, Campbellfield, Victoria 3061
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Pascoe and his team have helped drive 
the rise in industrial pre-oiling, both with 
products like Universal Oil and also Ceetec’s 
oiling machinery range that’s distributed by 
Intergrain in Australia. 

“It’s really starting to gain momentum 
among key players in the timber industry,” 
Pascoe says. “From producers to merchants 
and everyone in between, including 
wholesalers. Timber’s not hard to sell at the 
moment, given the shortages, but this is 

issue, as are construction times. What we’ve 
been able to do is say ‘we can help you to 
eliminate some of those costs and some of 
that time by being a little smarter about how 
we do things and looking at ways we can 
prefab.’ Timber being a material that you can 
prefab in a factory makes things a hell of a 
lot easier for our customers.”

Designers and suppliers have responded 
to the increase in use with innovative 
profi les and fi nishes, including random-width 
or round cladding profi les and different 
angles on the cladding to create a different 
type of fi nish. “The beauty of wood is you 
can do all that easily and economically,” 
Kennedy says.

Messages about the fi re safety of many 
species and EWP (up to BAL 29 for natural 
timber cladding options) have also 
penetrated. “There is a fi re station being 
built out of timber in Queensland at the 
moment”, says Kennedy. “One by one we’re 
quashing all the myths about timber in 
building. We have timber that we’re doing 
for people who say ‘I don’t want any 
maintenance.’ How does that happen? You 
put a different fi nish on it, you use the right 
timber and you make sure it’s done to 
strength and you detail it correctly. You can 
have 40 years of life doing nothing to it.” 
For more, visit www.intergrain.com.au 
and www.kennedystimbers.com.au and 
for more on biophilia, see www.
woodsolutions.com.au/wood-at-work

another good way to value add, so it makes 
sense – both from a business point of view, 
but also ensuring that the end user or the 
homeowner gets the best result. Timber is 
such a wonderful product, why wouldn’t you 
invest a little bit more to make sure it’s 
protected from the get-go?”

It all adds up to an opportunity for timber 
cladding to resume its position as a material 
of choice, particularly at the top end of the 
market. Kennedy says, “Site costs are a big 

Above: The recycled timber decking and seats that Kennedy’s Timbers also supplied for the QEOC (below).
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with Peter Maguire 

PEOPLE BUSINESS

PEOPLE BUSINESS

mum and dad feel that they will not be 
able to succeed outside the business, 
so they need to provide a job and 
a livelihood;

• Senior family members want to retire but 
don’t think that their successors are 
ready to take the next step and manage 
the business in their absence;

• Junior family members who want to 
take that next step are frustrated by 
senior managers’ reluctance to ‘hand 
over the reins’;

• Senior family members are reluctant to 
scale down their active business 
involvement or retire because work plays 
such an important part in their lives;

• A family member’s work performance 
or behaviour is not up to scratch but is 
not addressed properly, creating 
perceptions of nepotism and resultant 
disengagement and performance 
deterioration of other staff.

While each of these situations represents a 
real and often painful dilemma for the family 
business and family members, they can be 
prevented or resolved with proper planning, 
a degree of objectivity, a strong set of 
values and a bit of help.

SO WHAT DO YOU NEED TO DO?
When you have a family member entering 
the business:
1. Ensure that the new entrant understands 

that, while they will be supported and 

It is not easy running a business today 
and neither is raising a family. So what 

happens when you are trying to do both 
in the family business?

Many Ridgeline HR clients are family 
businesses and many of them hope that 
their businesses will prosper through 
successive generations of the family.

But the reality is that that isn’t easy 
to achieve – the competing pressures 
of business and family responsibilities 
often prove too much and can be 
damaging, not only to the business but also 
to family relationships. 
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The competing pressures of business and family 
responsibilities often prove too much and can 
be damaging to both.

Family businesses 
Developing the next generation without damaging your workplace.

Some of the more common scenarios that 
we have come across are:
• A family member enters the business for 

the wrong reasons – because they think 
that is expected of them or because 
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Peter Maguire is the owner and practice leader of Ridgeline HR, an award winning HRM consulting practice which he 
founded in 2000. Peter is an acknowledged expert in workplace relations compliance and also a high-performance 
leadership coach with over 40 years experience in HRM. Ridgeline HR’s byline is Helping PEOPLE in BUSINESS and that 
is essentially what Peter does – help business people with their people business.
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have every chance to succeed, they are 
subject to the same performance and 
development processes and expectations 
as all employees;

2. Make it clear that there is no obligation to 
work in the business and you are happy 
to support them in another career 
direction if that is what they want to do;

3. Find and appoint a non-family mentor for 
them – someone to whom they can go to 
confidentially discuss and get guidance 
on any questions, concerns or ideas that 
they have;

4. Be clear on their strengths – both 
technical strengths (what I can do) and 
character strengths (how I best operate);

5. Develop a Personal Plan which provides 
the opportunity for the new entrant to 
explore different work opportunities in 
the business and, at the same time, learn 
how the business works;

6. Actively support the new entrant as they 
learn and continuously coach them, 
monitor their wellbeing and provide 
feedback to them – in this process, you 
should be discussing and sorting out 
which areas of the business/roles, the 
family member is showing capability in 
and which might not be a fit for them

When you have been through all of that, you 
and the new family entrant should have a 
pretty good idea on whether working in the 

business is right for them and for you and 
be able to develop a career plan accordingly 
– whether that is in the business or 
elsewhere.

It may be that the family member has 
shown a talent that offers great career 
potential in a different industry setting or 
that warrants investment in studies of some 
sort. Perhaps getting a bit of experience in 
another business or role before returning to 
the business would have benefits.

Of course, sometimes there is just not 
a fit and that can be a challenging 
conversation. If you are unable to reach 
agreement or there is a dispute of some 
sort or you need help with one of those 
conversations, be prepared to get some 
independent help – someone who can sit 
down with the parties and facilitate 
discussions to an agreed resolution. 

IF YOU NEED HELP
Go and find consultants who are a good 
cultural fit with your business and can 

Make it clear there is no obligation to work in 
the business and you are happy to support them 
in another career if that’s what they want to do.

provide services that can help you in the 
following areas before serious problems 
arise:
• Facilitating planning discussions and 

developing program plans which address 
roles, relationships, values and behaviour, 
strengths and wellbeing

• Coaching for business owners in the 
coaching of junior family members in 
the business

• Assisting with resolution of any 
performance issues or disagreements 
that might arise

• Ensuring that the business has 
appropriate policies and procedures to 
support management of family members 
in the business.

We do all of that stuff at Ridgeline HR, so 
we’re happy to have the conversation about 
whether we can help. If you already have an 
HR service provider, or access to one 
through your industry association, ask them 
if they can help you with this stuff. 

“When it comes to value-for-
money advertising and reaching the 
right audiences you can’t go past 
TimberTrader News.

“The wide distribution of 
TimberTrader’s print publication attracts 
the attention of informed and engaged 
readers.

“Responsible Wood manages the 

Australian Standard for Sustainable 

Forest Management, we target the 

whole Australian timber supply chain, 

and TimberTrader is an important 

advertising partner for us.”

Jason Ross RESPONSIBLE WOOD

Above: Responsible Wood CEO Simon 
Dorries (centre) with Jason Ross Marketing 
and Communications Offi cer (right)

Why I advertise in 
TimberTrader News
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Construction firms around the world are 
looking for faster, more sustainable and 

cost-effective materials and processes to 
meet demand in Australia, Europe, the US 
and the UK. Mass timber is an obvious 
choice with its ability to slash build times 
and allow mid- or high-rise on ground that 
wouldn’t support the weight of concrete and 
steel. Powering this drive are some of the 
world’s biggest offsite construction firms 
(see story opposite), and powering them are 
Biesse/Uniteam CLT 400 machining centres.

These are, says Biesse sales director Lee 
Barlow, serious machines for serious 
volumes. “For companies investing in this 
technology, it’s all about production flow,” he 
says. “A billet of CLT is processed through 
the machine then flows off the end to 
another workstation so they can fit all of the 
hardware while they’re machining another 
billet. The next panel is following directly, a 
metre or two behind.”

For basic panels that require trimming and 
trenching with a few fittings, the job can 
take as little as eight minutes – thanks to its 

powerful 50 kW dual spindles the CLT 400 
can cut header or footer plates in a single 
pass. Even complex panels with multiple 
cutouts and fittings take only 25-30 minutes, 
and the machine can handle panels up to 
400mm thick, 3.6m wide and 20m long.

Positioning systems and reference stops 
make sure each panel is aligned perfectly on 
the machine. Whether panels are flowed in 
from an infeed or craned in using a pop-up, 
pop-down aligning system to reference, a 
scanner and camera detect the alignment 
and automatically correct fine machining 
operations to match the orientation. 

“You can use this machine as a complete 
standalone,” says Barlow. “The panel just 
comes off the CNC as a finished product 
and the customer picks it up with a crane 
from there. The unit machines all the fixings 
and everything else, so the client can add 
their fixing bolts and then lift it.”

Up to 48 tools are available within the 
machine and the dual spindles can work 
together for single-pass, double-sided cut, or 
cutting independently or with one changing 

As CLT becomes more readily available in the Australian market, renowned Italian machinery 
firm Biesse has a range of machining options, including the one behind a world-leading plant.

Cutting panels

AUTOBUILD NEWS

Above: The Uniteam CK is ideally suited to smaller CLT panels as well as glulam and LVL beams.

tools while the other cuts. The mobile bridge 
that houses the machining units travels 
down the work table on rigid rails, removing 
vibration and ensuring perfect end products. 
Lengths can be customised to need.

EASY INTEGRATION
It’s a big machine, but it’s an easy fit into 
established fabrication processes. “We work 
off industry standard BTL format files,” 
Barlow says. “The CLT 400 integrates 
cleanly with all the main CAD programs – 
Fusion 360, ArchiCAD… Or we can 
customise inputs to work directly with 
specialist third-party software.”

A dual-monitor system allows the user to 
manage the CNC functions at the same 
time as viewing and managing CAD/CAM 
functions. “We can also provide design 
panel nesting with the machine,” says 
Barlow, “so we can completely design the 
panels for the customer and optimise them 
for the machine as well, if that’s wanted. 

“For example, say the machine is capable 
of cutting to 14m x 3.6m, but you need 
three separate billets for the construction 
requirements. We can cut those three 
smaller walls or ceiling panels from the large 
billet. They just need to work within the 
confines of the rollers on the table itself. The 
machine can run a simulation to show 
whether or not something will work and 
show you on the interface.”

The software also optimises cutting small 
pieces, taking note of use and appearance 
requirements to re-purpose what might 
otherwise be one-tonne scrap pieces of CLT.

Dust is minimised with large individual 
CNC-controlled dust hoods around the 
tooling. A vacuum extraction system and 
under-table conveyor are hard-ducted to a 
waste disposal and additional contained 
dust-sweeping systems can be incorporated, 
such as a unit on either outer side of the 
machine at ground level. Barlow says, “We 
have a lot of options for this, because we 
know the value to workers and to the plant 
of keeping the air as clean as possible.” P
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New Katerra CLT Factory 
Goes Big with Biesse/
Uniteam

Biesse and Katerra talk about the experience 
of installing two CLT machining centres at 
Katerra’s new factory.

There’s no doubt the new Katerra factory 
in Spokane Valley, WA has a need for 

speed. The company created this amazing 
facility in about three years, start to finish. It 
officially opened in September 2019 and 
proceeded to power up its secret weapons: 
two fast and furious Biesse/Uniteam CLT 
400 machining centres to process Cross-
Laminated Timber (CLT) panels. 

According to Katerra Manufacturing 
Process Engineer Cory Frasheski, the 
Uniteam machines are crucial to the 
factory’s claim to fame: turning out the 
biggest CLT panel ever made. It’s not just 
mass timber, it’s massive CLT – 12-feet, 
2-inches by 60 feet long (3.7x18.29m), the 
largest free-span CLT.

“Each panel’s sheer size means we can 
do a building in fewer panels,” Frasheski 
said. “Large panels also enable us to move 
more product with less shipping cost. They 
are ideal for our floor systems and really 
support our desire to be a vertically 
integrated company, from design to 
installation and construction.” In addition to 
floor systems, the Katerra team feeds 
lumber packs into the machines to produce 
CLT panels for ceiling and wall systems, 
efficiently and effectively creating full 
building packages. 

The Uniteam machines also support two 
other Katerra product advantages: precision 
and quality. Frasheski said customers tell 
them they make some of the best-looking 
CLT they have ever seen. “We really focus 
on taking each individual board and 
thoroughly analyzing it, down to very tight 
geometric tolerances. Such precision means 
we can really squish those boards together 
and take out any gaps. As a result, our wood 
panels look more like a solid surface than 
boards pressed together.”

ALL AUTOMATION, ALL THE TIME
The Katerra factory has zero manual 
processes. Everything from lumber 
qualifying all the way up through lay-up — 
the process that puts lumber together with 
adhesive — is done through automation. 
“It’s hands-off, a lot safer,” Frasheski said. 

“You don’t have to be involved in any 
process physically — machines do the brunt 
of the work. We envision a future for our 
factory that also relies on artificial 
intelligence. We have a long road to travel to 
become a technology company producing 
lumber, but we already have a good start to 
it,” he said.

The plant had one other CNC at the 
factory start-up, but they could not wait to 
get the extra capacity the Biesse/Uniteam 
machines would bring. “At this early stage, 
the machines are running far from full 
capacity. But to see how fast they can be, 
we’ve done testing that assumed a panel 
coming in had to be out as fast as possible. 
Testing what the machine could do at full 
capacity really blew us away! The speed, 
accuracy, and the overall usability are 
exceptional. Our programmers love it. Our 
operators love it. And we all have a good 
time running our amazing machines,” 
Frasheski said. 

The Katerra team can’t say enough about 
the exceptional features and capabilities of 
their Biesse/Uniteam machines:

Dual Spindles: “The machine is 

configured with independent dual spindles, 
so while we are cutting, we are changing 
tools for our next cut. The lag time for 
process changeover is practically eliminated.”

Process Speed: “When we are squaring 
up our large panels, we can use both 
spindles at the same time. Having the ability 
to dual-cut panels slices our processing time 
by more than half.” 

Cool to Watch: The spindles are always 
moving, going back and forth. The way they 
work together is so cool.”

Spindle Speed: “The motors are three 
times as powerful as our other CNC.”

Quality: “We love the quality of the 
machine, the way it moves and functions. 
It’s so smooth and seamless.” 

Service: “The service has been the best 
I’ve seen on any machinery in this entire 
facility. I get a response from Biesse’s 
service department within 1-2 hours, and 
they can remote into the machine and tell 
me how to fix it that same day. Other 
companies keep us waiting up to 3 or 4 days 
before we even get a response.” 

Future capability: “We have the ability to 
go all the way up to a 9-ply.

“We would absolutely recommend Biesse. I 
bring a ton of vendors in the building that have 
CLT plants,” Frasheski said. “When we walk over 
to the Uniteam machines, it’s always very easy 
to explain why any plant should buy from 
Biesse.”
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Above: Katerra finger joints, glues and presses 185,000m3 of CLT for use per annum.

Above: The 18m-plus panels are trimmed, trenched and cut as the CLT 400’s bridge moves over.

“If you’re looking at smaller panels, we have the 
Uniteam CK machine. We use the same machine 
for glulam beams and LVL-type production.”

SMALLER STARTS
Not every company is Katerra-sized. In 
Australia, the offsite panelised market is still 
maturing. But with XLam and Timberlink 
producing CLT and CLTP Tasmania coming 
online with hardwood CLT, plus New 
Zealand’s Red Stag also making small billets, 
the local supply chain is strengthening, as is 
demand, and the number of fabricators who 
are working in this area is steadily growing.

“There’s not a lot of machinery in this 
country yet to machine that,” Barlow says. 
While it all means a lot of opportunity, he 
recognises that a big investment isn’t what 
every company wants.

“If you’re looking at smaller panels, then 
for a 1200mm-wide billet, which is usually 
up to 200mm, often 150mm, we have the 
Uniteam CK machine. We use the same 
machine for glulam beams and LVL-type 
production, which is easily managed with a 
machine like that. And if you’re going down 
to 600mm, then we can do 400mm deep on 
that same machine, as the CK can manage 
deeper on a narrower billet. 

“So if you’re wanting to start down the 
path to billet work for light industrial and 
domestic construction, you could absolutely 
manage it with the lower-specced machines 
and then do some very good engineered 
beams with that machine, too. It’s a real 
workhorse with many of the same 

machining operations and positional 
accuracy features on the larger units.”

The Uniteam CK uses a vertical and 
horizontal clamping system to ensure every 
piece is precisely aligned and held without 
movement during machining. A pre-loading 
system means multiple elements can be 
positioned, so the machining centre is 
continuously fed.

While the pieces move through the 
machine in this unit, unlike the CLT 400, the 
machine can still cut all six faces of a piece 
in a single pass. Up to 20 tools and 
aggregates are held in a central magazine 
that allows for rapid tool changes. The two 
working units operate together to handle 
most popular cuts, using a similar software 
package and dual-screen interface to 
Biesse’s full machining centres.

For people with bigger plans, Barlow says 
to make sure you factor in all the challenges 
in the Australian marketplace. “If you’re 
wanting to focus on CLT and to grow, then 
it’s a case of working out what you can 
transport safely in the country on a truck. 
Typically what I’ve seen is up to 14m long in 
the 3.6m-wide billet. The CLT 400 will get 
you up to the old 12 foot tall wall.”

He worries, though, that current supply 
issues might put a handbrake on the sector. 
On the other hand, the Biesse machines are 
already suited to local species from the local 
CLT suppliers as they move into full 
production. “In terms of machining, it’s just 
feeds and speeds we need to consider 
when we’re looking at different timber 
feedstock, the weights we can usually 
manage with little concern. The tooling is 
pretty much the same, it’s just cutting 
speeds. You wouldn’t need to change 
anything from the machine you had.”

Slowly but surely, mass timber is changing  
the face of construction. And, Barlow adds, 
sometimes in unexpectedly personal ways: 
“The hotel that we stay in when we visit 
Pesaro in Italy, where our head office is 
located, is actually a CLT building that was 
built on one of our machines.” 

For more, visit www.biesse.com/au/
wood and www.katerra.com
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Collateral damage
Measures to guarantee safety have unintended consequences.

IN THE FRAME
By Craig Kay, national product engineer, Tilling

of fuel. The flames spread around the top of 
the building in both directions and down the 
sides until the advancing flame fronts 
converged on the west face near the south-
west corner, enveloping the entire building 
in under three hours.

It was no surprise therefore, that the 
committee agreed to prepare an additional 
interim report on the implications of the use 
of non-compliant external cladding materials 
in Australia as a priority. The committee 
tabled its report, ‘Interim report: aluminium 
composite cladding’, on 6 September, 2017. 

CertMark International (CMI), a product 
certification body under the CodeMark 
Scheme, had also withdrawn nine certificates 
for cladding systems, including aluminium 
composite panels (ACP) and expanded 
polystyrene (EPS) in February 2019.

After the final committee report dated 4 
December, 2018, the State Building 
Ministers commissioned a report entitled 
‘Building Confidence’, written by Peter 
Shergold and Bronwyn Weir. The Australian 
Building Codes Board (ABCB) has recently 
issued a draft response to the Building 
Confidence report.

The senate committee introduced some 
new terminology that has now been 

The performance-based National 
Construction Code (NCC) regulates the 

suitability of building materials via Part A5, 
which details the approved “Evidence of 
Suitability” methods to demonstrate 
conformance with the code. 

Industry had become concerned that 
some unscrupulous manufacturers were 
making fraudulent claims of conformance, 
and potentially putting lives at risk. The 
Lacrosse apartment building fire in 
Melbourne on 25 November, 2014 
galvanised support for action about the 
danger of non-conforming building products.

This renewed pressure resulted in the 
Senate, in June 2015, referring the matter of 
non-conforming building products to the 
Economics References Committee for 
inquiry and report by 12 October, 2015. After 
lapsing because of the dissolution of 
Parliament for the 2016 election, it 
recommenced in October 2016. 

We’ll all remember the well-publicised fire 
disaster that happened in the 24-storey 
Grenfell Tower block of flats in North 
Kensington, West London in 2017. Though 
the fire broke out in a kitchen, it leaked out 
to the external cladding panels (containing 
polyethene cores) which acted as a source 

reflected throughout subsequent 
documents, namely:
1. A non-conforming product or material is 

one that claims to be something it is not 
and does not meet the required 
Australian standard for the material—for 
example, the use of inferior grade 
material, or a product that contains illegal 
materials such as asbestos.

2. A non-compliant building product is one 
that has been used in a situation where 
its use does not comply with the 
requirements for such a material under 
the National Construction Code (NCC).

Building professionals will begin to hear 
these terms much more frequently and 
should understand how they differ.

INDUSTRY IMPACTS
So what has any of this to do with structural 
timber products typically found in domestic 
houses? While the catalyst has been 
disasters like these mentioned, the 
conformity of every building product will 
now come under much more scrutiny than 
any of us have been used to.

For many industry professionals, the 
mechanism that determines whether a 
building product such as a piece of MGP 10 
framing can be used in a structure, is 
contained within the NCC, outlined in 
Figure 1 (see left). 

For most timber products, there is a 
relevant Australian standard which is 
referenced in the NCC, which becomes the 
‘deemed-to-satisfy solution’, e.g., MGP 
framing – AS/NZS 1748.1, AS 1748.2 and  
AS/NZS 4490. 

By stamping AS/NZS 1748 on the timber, 
producers of MGP framing are not simply 
branding their product, they are making a 
legal statement that their product conforms 
in all respects to that standard. 
Consequently, conformance to that NCC 
referenced standard satisfies the Above: Figure 1: NCC compliance options structure

Compliance Solutions

Compliance Level

and/or DEEMED-TO-SATISFY
SOLUTION

PERFORMANCE
SOLUTION

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
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For more information on this topic, contact Craig Kay and the Tilling engineers via email at techsupport@tilling.com.au

Coming up in

• How design software is managing 

out supply issues.

• Timber in agriculture and how the 

industry keeps rural towns thriving.

Coming up in the July 2021 
issue of TimberTrader News, two 
special features looking at:

Does your company want to be a part of this in-depth feature? For advertising your products and services  
to our 5000+ readers, contact Julie McConachy on 0409 381 813 or email juliem@paragonmedia.com.au  
For editorial opportunities, contact Donyale Harrison on 0417 487 497 or email donyale.harrison@paragonmedia.com.au
ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL DEADLINE: Tuesday 1 June, 2021.

SOFTWARE PLUS 
RURAL TIMBERS

Performance Requirement by being a 
Deemed-to-satisfy Solution.

Whilst deemed-to-satisfy provisions have 
not changed, the heightened sensitivity 
about conformance is already seeing 
specifiers and regulators requesting 
evidence of the verification of the stated 
properties. Regulators may now begin 
asking for previously unheard-of amounts of 
product verification.

Currently some structural timbers used in 
domestic housing that may not be 
manufactured under a specific Australian 
Standard referenced in the NCC do, 
however, conform to the NCC as a 
‘Performance Solution’ and typically utilise 
one of the Evidence of Suitability options 
listed in Part A5.2 of the NCC, commonly 
A5.2(1)(e) – a certificate or report from a 
professional engineer.

Amendment 1 of NCC 2019 released 
on 1 July, 2020, introduced in Part A2.2 
a new Item 4, which now defines a four- 
step process where a Performance 
Requirement is proposed to be satisfied 
by a Performance Solution. There was, 
thankfully, a 12-month delay in the 
implementation of this amendment, 
meaning that come 1 July this year, the 
landscape for some common timber-based 
products will dramatically change.

So involved and complex is this new 
requirement, that the ABCB released a four-
page document entitled ‘Performance 
Solution Process’ in July 2020, available at 
www.abcb.gov.au.

This is where the term ‘collateral damage’ 
in this article’s title comes in. The precepts 
and requirements do make sense where 
a new project like the Lacrosse Tower is 
being proposed. In that instance it is 
acceptable and practicable that stakeholders 
consult at the concept planning stage, and 
ultimately agree to the Performance 
Solution methodology.

It is however totally impractical for this 
process to be adopted for every domestic 
dwelling where the design includes timber-
based product with no dedicated Australian 
Standard, but manufactured to conform to 
the NCC via and Engineers Certification. 
These common materials may include OSB 
(e.g., wall bracing panels, I-joists), open-
webbed floor trusses and basic items like 
joist hangers. The list could go on and on.

These totally reliable and long-standing 
solutions that have been so important to the 
industry have become collateral damage in 
efforts to prevent another Grenfell Tower-
type disaster.

The ABCB published a handbook titled 
Evidence of Suitability in Jan 2018 as a 
companion document to the evidence of 
suitability provisions in A5.1, A5.2 and A5.3 
in each volume of the NCC. An updated and 
amended version of this document was 
published again in September 2020.

Thankfully, the NCC has added an extra 
evidence of suitability for product in Part 
A5.2. item (f) introduces “Another form of 
documentary evidence, such as but not 
limited to a Product Technical Statement”.

A Product Technical Statement (PTS) is 
a document stating that the properties 
and performance of a building product 
fulfil specific requirements of the NCC. 
In essence, it provides a checklist of 
every performance requirement in 
Part BP1.1–1.2 and provides evidence 
that these requirements have been 
satisfied with this product within the 
defined limitations of use.

Although regulatory authorities have 
started requesting these documents as of 
1 July, 2020, these provisions do not take 
effect until July this year. Come this time, it 
is likely the demand for PTS’s will increase 
significantly, so it is vital that all stakeholders 
in the timber supply chain understand not 
only what these documents are, but have 
access to them if required.

The silver lining for responsible timber 
producers, if there is one, is that this 
requirement will clearly delineate the 
competent and legitimate structural timber 
suppliers who can fully demonstrate Product 
Conformance, and those who sell product of 
dubious provenance without evidence of 
strength and quality.

Heraclitus, the Greek philosopher said, 
“Change is the only constant in life.” How 
correct he was. 
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FTMA  
NEWSLETTER
with Kersten Gentle

Domestic and family violence (DFV) is a 
significant issue in Australia affecting 

approximately one in four women. DFV can 
happen to anyone, regardless of where they 
live, their profession, their education, or their 
age, including men. Since this issue is so 
widespread and can have such an impact, 
FTMA has created a free DFV policy for 
members to generate awareness and 
support you in taking a stand against 
domestic and family violence and ensuring 
you are providing a Supportive Work Haven 
for your employees.

The FTMA Fabricator Census completed 
in 2019 showed that our industry is made up 
of 88.1% men. Yet, we are always hearing 
that we can’t attract enough workers, or the 
right workers and we believe by addressing 
key social issues such as DFV, fabricators 
can make themselves employers of choice 
and attract more women into our industry.

THE BENEFITS OF TAKING 
A STAND AGAINST DFV
By taking a considered stand against DFV, 
businesses can generate the following 
benefits for employees, the business and 
the local community:

For the employee
• Earlier intervention: Empowering 

victims of DFV through workplace 
support is likely to reduce the impact.

• Faster recovery: Earlier intervention, 
greater connections, the protection of the 
victim’s work status and job security will 
lead to faster recovery times.

• Heightened support: Linking victims to 
support and an ongoing specialist 
program will empower them with the 
confidence to leave their DFV situation 
and commence recovery.

Safe havens
Is your workplace a Supportive Work Haven?

For the business
• Increased performance: By supporting 

victims of DFV to feel secure at work, 
leave their DFV situation and move 
forward with their lives, employers 
are likely to experience increased 
productivity, staff satisfaction 
and retention.

• Improved employee experience and 
branding opportunities: By 
implementing a DFV strategy and 
strengthening existing social well-being 
policies, businesses are positioned as an 
employer of choice.

• A more knowledgeable and empathetic 
workforce: Educating leaders and staff 
about the warning signs of DFV and how 
to support victims will lead to a more 
cohesive and harmonious workplace with 
an overall increase in morale.

• Developed and delivered by 
specialists: DFV is extraordinarily 
complex, and it is important to work 
with HR professionals and people with 
lived experience of DFV to get a true 
insight and a relevant, workable approach. 
In doing so, you become an employer 
of substance.

For the local community
• Reduces the incidence: By promoting 

an open workplace where DFV isn’t 
stigmatised or tolerated, creating 
awareness and knowledge about this 
topic, and developing organisational 
support networks, the incidence is likely 
to reduce and the impact for victims 
will reduce.

• Saves lives: By providing earlier, better 
and faster support, there will be a 
reduction in the deaths and injuries 
caused by DFV.
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Key to addressing 
DFV are connection 
and understanding.
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• Economic: Early intervention will reduce 
the economic burden caused by DFV.

• Collective approach: We develop a more 
equitable model for shared ownership of 
the DFV problem and reduce the reliance 
on the community organisations or 
government funding.

• Awareness through education: By 
utilising employers as a channel to 
educate the masses, we take a very 
efficient approach to de-stigmatise DFV 
across a large and diverse social-
demographic landscape.

A HEALTHY WORKPLACE IN THE 
STAND AGAINST DFV
The key elements to address DFV are 
connection and understanding. A healthy 
and committed workplace uses these 
elements as the foundation for their 
approach to DFV. This may include:
• A culture of empathy and non-judgement 

that puts the mental and physical health 
of employees as a priority.

• A zero-tolerance approach to domestic 
violence or any form of harassment in 
the workplace.

• A workplace that encourages victims of 
DFV to come forward so they can be 
supported. 

• A culture where workers feel equipped 
and comfortable to support colleagues 
who are impacted by DFV.

• Understanding that everyone who is 
impacted by DFV may be affected in 
different ways and may require different 
forms of support to help them navigate 
through and beyond DFV.

• Formal or informal channels of open 
communication between managers 
and employees, peers and via the 
leadership team.

• A formal process including flexible work 
practices is in place to support people 
who are impacted by DFV.

 Phil McCormack: 0438 255 118
 Nick Arfaras: 0438 255 115
 Glenn Lawrenson: 0438 255 116
 Matt Leplaa: 0403 724 184

43-45 Overseas Drive, Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777    Fax: (03) 9701 2677

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer

DISTRIBUTORS OF: 

F17/Supa17 KD Hardwood solids up to 5.4m
Supachord KD Hardwood

Supachord ‘H2’ KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H3’ KD Hardwood

Supalam17 up to 7.2m

• Managers lead by example to take a 
stand against DFV.

All FTMA Australia members will be able to 
not only access the free DFV policy, but we 
have also created tools to assist including:
• Toolbox meeting presentation and talking 

points document ready for you to use.
• We are finalising brochures on DFV based 

on the policy for you to use in the 
workplace.

• We are finalising posters addressing 
behaviour related to DFV for use in 
the workplace.

Once an FTMA Member implements the 
policy, holds a toolbox meeting, and agrees 
to making available the brochures for 

employees, we will provide that business 
with a Supportive Work Haven logo and 
sticker which the business can display at the 
front door, used on letterhead or email 
footer, and definitely used when advertising 
for vacant positions.

We understand that fabricators are busier 
than they have ever been before but we 
can’t ignore important social issues such as 
DFV and this is why FTMA Australia has 
developed the DFV policy free of charge, 
along with all the resources you need to 
adopt this policy.

May is the Domestic Family Violence 
Prevention month so there is no better time 
for fabricators to introduce this new DFV 
policy into the workplace.

Our industry is made up of family-owned 
businesses that are the backbone to this 
country and I truly hope members see the 
importance of family businesses 
implementing family-friendly policies such as 
the FTMA DFV Policy.

For further information on the policy 
please contact me on 0418 226 242. 

 Kersten Gentle
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TRUSS TALK
with Paul Davis

First, we bought toilet paper for a 
respiratory virus. Then a bunch of strong-

man leaders decided they could bend the 
virus to their will and were wrong! Closer to 
home I can tell you from personal experience 
that the virus has caused a shortage of hire 
cars in Cairns even though they hardly have 
any tourists. And, now I heard it reported 
that a shipload of LVL has been intercepted 
at Australian borders – disguised as a 
shipment of cocaine! How can all that be? 
The world has gone mad; it even seems that 
LVL stock right now is pretty much worth its 
weight in gold or illegal drugs.

I’m hearing from multiple sources from 
multiple states that there’s a shortage of 
timber, particularly larger engineered beams. 
In the absence of some common framing 
sizes, people are not using their preferred 
options of sizes and even materials. And of 
course, with scarcity, prices are soaring. 

So, what are some of the other options 
that you might be able to use in the short-
term until the situation resolves itself? In 
this month’s article I summarise the various 
ways you might be able to adapt and 
engineer your own deeper timbers.

Vertically nail plate laminated timbers. 
In this method you stack smaller pieces of 
timber on top of one another and make a 
stronger and stiffer deeper section. Note 
that, for example, 2 sticks of 200x63mm LVL 
one upon the other connected with a few 
nails is not the same strength or stiffness as 
a 400x63mm – you don’t get something for 
nothing. But, if you heavily nail plate them 
together from the side they are! If you have 
some sort of table press then this could be 
the way to go because it’s a simple adaption 
of your existing processes and materials to 
make this kind of beam. You should fi nd that 

Mother of invention
your truss and frame software can do this 
design already. 

Vertical lamination using plywood.
From a structural perspective this is the 
same process as laminating using nail plates 
as described above. So again, it’s not a 
squirt of glue and a few nails that are 
needed to make the whole stronger than 
the sum of the parts. I have done a few of 
this design lately for desperate builders. A 
typical design is something like a strip of 
150 deep 9mm ply either side along the full 
beam length, nails at 50mm centres, plus 
a good rigid glue for luck (not liquid nails).

Butt joining short lengths into longer. 
Timber is jointed end to end to make long 
lengths out of shorts. This can be done with a 
single large nail plate on each side or one 
plate top and one bottom. These plates work 
really hard and it’s generally not possible to 
regain the full strength of the original timber 
using butt joining. However, large timber 
beams are often sized for defl ection rather 
than strength so, as long as the beam is 
designed for a specifi c application, there may 
be no need to achieve the full beam strength. 

Butt joining needs really good construction 
tolerances because one poorly pressed plate 
and the beam will fail easily. And, ideally, the 
ends of the timber should be in hard contact 
which improves the strength and stiffness of 
the joint. Some designs may make this 
close contact mandatory – ie perfectly 
square cuts and no gaps!

Plywood box beams. I wrote a whole article 
on this in Dec 2020 TTN. Plywood box beams 
would typically be something like 90x45mm 
timber on the fl at as parallel chords top and 
bottom with plywood webs either side and 

timber verticals cut between the top and 
bottom chords. It’s a bit like vertically 
laminating in that this needs an awful lot of 
nails and a good glue. But if you simply 
cannot get any LVL or glulam materials then 
this is the most material-effi cient structural 
beam you can make. And you could 
conceivably adopt your existing processes to 
do it as a mass-production process.

Composite steel and timber heads. 
I don’t know that they sold many prior to 
Covid, but I understand that all the three nail 
plate manufacturers sell a folded steel plate 
that can be slung over the top plate and 
then down the side to reinforce a timber 
lintel. (These could be used on fl oor beams 
as well.) That way you can get greater spans 
out of a lower grade piece of timber. 

The steel can be a fl at plate sandwiched 
between two timbers (fl itch beams), an 
inverted L-shape with the top lip hooked over 
the timber or a Z-shape (the most effi cient) 
with the bottom lip projecting into the cavity. 
And if you can’t get these heads out of the 
‘big three’ you could even get a local sheet 
metal fabricator to fold them up for you so 
long as you can get someone to do the 
engineering for their design. 

Trussed beam
If you have enough depth, there is absolutely 
no reason why you can’t make a lintel beam 
or a fl oor beam in the same way that you 
make fl oor trusses or parallel chord roof 
trusses. The chords can either be on the fl at 
like a fl oor joist or on edge like a roof truss.

So, it turns out that in these mad times that 
you are not necessarily at the mercy of the 
supply of engineered timber beams – that’s 
what you already do – engineer timbers! 

Covid-related LVL shortages require 
some clever engineering solutions.
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DELIVERING 
PRECISION

Vekta‘s Interior and 
Exterior StakPros are 
designed to increase 
your production and 
improve safety. Why have 
many hands lifting trusses 
when one operator can do the 
job by using only a remote control!

Vekta‘s Interior StakPro is designed to 
suit your truss jig system. With heavy duty 
caster wheels and a guided rail mount you 
can put the StakPro where you need it! The 
Exterior StakPro has adjustable feet allowing 
the machine to adapt to your site and 
manufacturing processes.

With the PRESS of a button the StakPro will  LIFT the 
finished truss out of the jig and STACK it on a trolley. Clever!
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